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Abstract 
FE STUDY OF 2D EQUIVALENCE TO 3D 
ANALYSIS OF A DISCRETE SOIL NAIL 
PROBLEM WITH APPLICATIONS TO 
SERVICEABILITY DESIGN 
by  
Lee Cheh Hsien 
Current trends in design and analysis of soil nailed structures show increasing use of 
finite element method (FEM) to verify or predict performance of the system. Due to the need 
to do this computationally efficiently, 2D plane strain idealisations of a discretely placed soil 
nail have often been used. There are many methods used in the idealisation of a soil nail 
problem. However there is lack of current consensus on which method best represents the 
problem and also the limitations of each method.  
The author has classified these methods broadly into three categories. This thesis seeks 
through a comparison of 2D analysis using each method with 3D analysis in FE of the soil nail 
problem to clarify the limitations of each method with recommendations to the limitations and 
use of each. This is done with both a single row nail comparison as well as a multiple row nail 
comparison with 3D FE observations as well as behaviour from an instrumented model soil 
nail experiment. 
Subsequently, the author attempts to quantify the limitations of 2D analysis by 
introducing design limits to the use of 2D analysis. It has been observed that the level of 
mobilization of pullout capacity is also different in 2D and 3D. A method of idealisation 
utilizing the mobilization factors was also introduced to account for this difference in order to 
improve 2D simulation of a 3D problem. In addition, intuitively, the influence of the nail 
decreases with spacing between nails. A numerical pullout simulation is done to investigate this 
effect and recommendations in the form of a design chart is suggested as a guideline to the 
design of spacing and also the recommended use of plane strain analysis. The results from the 
nail spacing design chart was then verified with a parametric analysis from a single row soil nail 
case with results in good agreement with conclusions from the design chart. 
 
Keywords: finite element methods, 2D/3D comparison, plane strain idealization, soil 
nailing, design guidelines 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Es, Eplate, En (kPa) Young’s modulus of soil, 2D idealized plate and 3D nail 
Āplate, Ānail (m
2) Cross sectional area of 2D idealized plate and 3D nail 
Aplate, Anail (m
2) Contact surface area of 2D idealized plate and 3D nail with soil 
Ān Cross sectional area factor 
Af Contact surface area factor 
µ Coefficient of friction in 3D nail-soil interface 
µ2d Reduced coefficient of friction in 2D nail-soil interface by area factor 
method 
µR Reduced coefficient of friction in 2D nail-soil interface by area factor 
+ interaction factors method 
F2D,F3D (kN) Mobilised shear force at the nail-soil interface in 2D and 3D analysis 
Punif, P2D, P3D (kN) Pullout capacity at the nail-soil interface with uniform normal 
pressures and in FE 2D and 3D analysis 
σav (kPa) Average calculated overburden pressure at nail height 
σfacing (kPa) Average calculated horizontal pressure on facing over excavation 
depth 
Io, I1 Interaction factors accounting for reduced pullout force and 
differences in mobilization 
M2D, M3d Mobilisation factors of 2D plate and 3D nail forces at interface of 
respective pullout capacities 
K2D, K3D (kPa) Shear rigidity at nail-soil interface for 2D idealized plate and 3D nail 
τ2D, τ3d(kPa) Shear forces at nail-soil interface for 2D idealized plate and 3D nail  
γ2D, γ3d Shear strain at nail soil interface for 2D idealized plate and 3D nail 
γcrit Slip tolerance parameter for ABAQUS input for nail-soil interface 
δ (m) Deflection at nail height 
H (m) Height of excavation 
x, L (m) Width and length of 3D nail 
Sv, Sh (m) Vertical and horizontal spacing of nail 
Ka, Ko Active and at rest horizontal coefficient of pressure 
N Ratio of relative axial rigidity of nail to soil 
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C h a p t e r  1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction to Soil Nailing 
The technology of ground reinforcement has been familiar to mankind throughout 
civilisation. Ingenious techniques have been known to be applied to ancient structures as far 
back as 2100 B.C. in the construction of ziggurats and other monuments (Kerisel, 1987) which 
involve layering of materials bearing tensile strength interbedded with compressive materials 
like soil and gravel to form a reinforced composite. Even though the technique of reinforcing 
the ground with other materials providing additional strength is known and practised, it is in 
1966 when Vidal introduced the method of reinforced earth that the technology of ground 
reinforcement became a much studied and well-used technique. Since then many other types of 
ground improvement and reinforcing techniques have arose, including that of soil nailing. 
Ground reinforcement techniques may be classified broadly into two main categories 
(Schlosser and Juran, 1979): 
• In-situ soil reinforcement 
• Remoulded soil reinforcement 
The reinforced earth technique abovementioned follows the second method where the 
soil is built up together with the reinforcement, which may comprise of geogrids, geotextiles or 
steel strips. However, since many geotechnical applications require reinforcement that needs to 
be placed insitu, such as excavated walls or slopes, rather than built up structures, such as 
embankments, the former category has been developed in recent times to be an important 
aspect of ground reinforcement. Such techniques like soil nailing and dowelling, have received 
tremendous development over the last 25 years. 
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1.1.1 Description of Soil Nailing Technique  
Soil nailing is a method of slope stabilization or ground improvement that involves the 
use of passive inclusions; usually steel bars (known as soil nails), to reinforce insitu retained 
ground. Its installation is progressive and is carried out simultaneously with soil excavation in 
front of the retained wall. This takes place in a series of successive phases as shown in Figure 
1.1. They are usually in the following order:   
• Excavation of about 1-2m of soil. This is dependent on soil type. If excessive depth 
of soil is excavated, the soil is subject to failure locally. 
• The introduction of nails, at horizontal or inclined angles, is done by a variety of 
methods including jacking, driving or boring and grouting. 
• Building a facing in connection to the nails. This has been traditionally done with 
shotcrete but hybrid nail-walls involving stiffer walls or precast facing elements has 
been used recently. 
The sequence is then repeated until the required depth of excavation. The 
reinforcement principle of the soil nailing method may seem to resemble that of the reinforced 
earth method. However due to the method of installation, the soil nailing method produces a 
very different behaviour from that of reinforced earth which is generally marked by the point 
of maximum displacement. Soil nailing produces greater displacements at the top of the 
excavation while reinforced earth show larger displacements near the bottom (Figure 1.2). This 
shows that the method of installation has a great impact on the mobilization of forces within 
the system and should be properly understood with the properties and geometry of the 
materials involved to gain an understanding of the overall behaviour of the system. 
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Figure 1.1. Stages in Construction of Soil Nail Wall 
Figure 1.2. Comparisons of Lateral Displacements Between a Soil Nailed Wall and a Reinforced 
Earth Wall 
 
1.1.2 Mechanism of Soil Nailing Behaviour in Reinforcement of Soil Structure 
The purest form of soil nailing, without the use of any pretension or preloading and 
connected with a weak facing, acts in response to the deformation of the system. This is 
because the nails are placed as passive inclusions and offers no support to the system when 







moves in active response to the unloading and undergoes deformation. The deformation of the 
soil transfers the loading to the nails. 
Two possible types of interaction are developed. The primary action is the interaction 
of shear stress along the nail-soil interface, which is subsequently transferred into the nail as 
tensile forces. The secondary action, which have been much debated over in the 1990s are the 
action of shear and bending, which is developed as a result of passive pressure of the earth 
along the nail. This is observable when shear zones in the soil develop to form active and 
passive zones. Jewell (1990) proposed that this effect is only critical when the nail is 
approaching failure (Figure 1.3). 
When loading of the system takes place, the soil nailed wall may approach failure 
mainly by either breakage due to insufficient structural capacity of the nail, pullout of nail due 
to lack of adherence at the nail-soil interface, or global instability of the retained slope or 
structure (external failure). There may be other forms of failure locally due to excessive 
excavation depth prior to installation of subsequent nail or piping of soil (internal failure) 
(CLOUTERRE, 1990). In general, they may be summarized into four forms: 
• Instability during excavation phases, Figure 1.4 (a), (b) and (c) 
• Overall sliding of the reinforced mass, Figure 1.4 (a), (b) and (c) 
• Lack of Friction between soil and nails, Figure 1.4 (d) 
• Breakage of the nails, Figure 1.4 (e) 
Based on these failure modes, design may be made using limit equilibrium methods to 
find out safety against different modes of failure. However, the behaviour of soil nails is also 
subject to the many variations in design specifications of geometry and layout, coupled with the 




Figure 1.3. Nail-Soil Interactive behaviour mobilizing tensile, bending and shearing forces in the 
nail 
 
(a) Pullout test behaviour modelling by Frank and Zhao’s 
Law showing shear mobilisation at the nail-soil interface 
due relative slip from tensile pullout force 
(b) Bending and shear force mobilisation in the nail due to 
passive reaction of soil on nail due to relative movements 






Figure 1.4. Modes of failure encountered by soil nailing 
 
1.1.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Soil Nailing as a Geotechnical Application 
The main advantages of soil nailing are its cost saving features of both time and effort 
as well as its adaptability to site conditions. The construction of a soil nailed wall does not 
require a lot of heavy machinery and may be completed efficiently and quickly because it is 
conducted at the excavation level. Hence, it does not hamper construction progress. 
Soil nailing is readily adaptable, and changes can be made to its design readily even in 
the midst of construction. Segmented construction may also be done with no restriction to 
(b) External Failure 
(c) Combination of Internal and External Failure (e) Failure by breakage of nails (CEBTP 1, 
Clouterre) 
(d) Failure by lack of adherrance at nail-soil 
interface (Eparris wall) 
(a) Internal Failure 
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curved geometry of the reinforced slope or wall. Minor changes in the presence of local 
obstruction such as boulders also make it a very adaptable design since local adjustments may 
not affect the overall design performance very much. 
Comparing with other methods that may be applicable, soil nails are also more cost 
efficient because it combines speed, simplicity and the use of light equipment. 
However, soil nailing also suffers certain drawbacks in that movements are inherent to 
the problem. This is because soil nails are passive in nature and require movements of the soil 
to mobilize forces in reaction to provide stabilizing action to the reinforced portion. It is also 
hard to construct soil nailed walls in ground with a high water table, or soils which are 
cohesionless (e.g. pure sands).  
In addition, the durability of the soil nail is important for permanent structures. 
Corrosive soils against bare driven steel nails with little or no protection only allow soil 
reinforcement in the short-term conditions. 
1.1.4 Development of Soil Nail Applications with Time 
Besides the need for insitu ground reinforcement in existing ground, the growth in 
popularity of use of soil nails is due to advantages in its ease of installation as well as cost 
effectiveness. Bruce and Jewell (1987) describes soil nailing to have been developed from 
tunnelling techniques, where rock bolts are used in mining methods and construction of 
tunnels by the New Austrian Tunnelling Method (Figure 1.5) during the 1960s for ground 
improvement during excavation. The principles were then subsequently developed for slope 
stabilization application into the present form of soil nailing. Many of the various soil nailing 
techniques were developed in the second half of the seventies and are still being used with 
great success (Gassler, 1990).  
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CLOUTERRE 1991 details the landmark developments for soil nail research and 
development have progressed as follows: 
• First wall built at Versailles in 1972/1973 by contractors Bouygues and Soletanche, 
involving wall built in Fountainbleau sand, using a high dense mesh of closely spaced 
short nails anchored with grout 
• First full-scale experiment in Germany (Stocker et al., 1979) using grouted nails and 
loaded to failure by surcharge in 1979. 
• First attempt in “industrialization” with prefabrication of facing units in France  in 
1981. (Louis, 1981) 
• National research project for soil nailing (CLOUTERRE, 1991) 
Since the initiation of soil nailing methods, researchers in Germany have also begun a 
research and development project “Bodenvernagelung” in 1975, with a simultaneous and 
independent development in USA known as “Lateral Earth Support System”. Many others 
have also begun forms of research in the field of soil nailing either in the documentation of 
field performance analysis by limit equilibrium methods or FEM, design of soil nails or 
investigation of behaviour of soil nail interaction with laboratory or field studies.  
Initially soil nails were used mainly as temporary slope stabilizers. This stemmed from 
the fact that the first nails used were driven short steel angles via method “Hurpinoise”, as 
such, they were subject to much corrosion. However, with new advances in nail protection and 
the use of grouted nails, the longevity of the nails was prolonged and its use has been widely 
accepted in the long term. Since then, other methods which seek to improve the installation 
process as well as the long term performance of the soil nails have been introduced, like the jet 
grouted nail (Louis, 1984) where the grout is introduced at the tip of the nail. The grout serves 
as lubrication during the process of installation while the nail is driven in by the percussion 
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method. Other methods have included installation by ballistic methods (Ingold and Myles, 
1996). Other materials such as glass fibre rods have been researched on, however the extensive 
use of these alternative materials have been much slower. 
 
 
Figure 1.5. Development of applications for soil nailing from tunnel construction to slope 
stabilization 
 
With these improvements, the application of soil nailing has been extended to include 
permanent reinforced structures with even applications in remedial work (Schwing and 
Gudehas, 1998). For this purpose, the performance of soil nails to control wall displacement 
under service conditions becomes important. If a strict condition for serviceability is imposed, 
there is a greater need to understand the deformation performance of the soil nail system at the 
design stage. This is especially so when the deformation condition is more restrictive than the 
ultimate condition.  
To date, soil nail design has been based mainly on stability considerations arising 
mainly over the past few decades. There have only been a few design criteria in the 
consideration of deformation of a soil nailed wall published. There has been much study of the 
(a) Traditional methods of tunnelling and 
soil nailing used in Austrian tunneling 
method for lining a gallery 
(b) Soil nailing used as a soil stanbilisation 
application at Versailles (Rabejac and 
Toudic, 1974) 
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soil nail behaviour near failure where limit equilibrium methods make use of assumptions of 
interaction between nail and soil at failure conditions. However usually the retaining system at 
service loads is not near failure and failure condition assumptions may be quite different from 
actual mobilized forces in the nail. This coupled with the many possible variations of design 
parameters, interaction between different elements of the soil nail system like facing, nail and 
soil and the process of installation makes it even more difficult to arrive at a satisfactory design 
criteria for serviceability.  Hence computerized numerical methods like finite element models 
(FEM), which are able to model structural interaction between different elements as well as 
material changes with deformation becomes an attractive option to predict actual behaviour 
and serve as a design and analysis tool for soil nailing. 
 
1.2 Use of FE Analysis as a Design and Analysis Tool in Soil Nailing 
Finite element method has been used in research over the past thirty years for various 
fields of engineering. However, it is within the last twenty years especially that geotechnical 
applications have been widely used. Many complicated issues accompany use of the finite 
element model to simulate actual behaviour. However, its applications offer many advantages 
to the study in the field of geotechnical structures.   
In the field of reinforced earth and soil nailing, FEM was used initially to back analyse 
laboratory or field performances of soil nailed structures (Chaoui, 1982; Fernandes, 1986; 
Unterreiner et. al, 1987; Benhamida et. al, 1997). It is important to understand the behaviour of 
soil nail structures, the interaction between the various elements of a soil nail system as well as 
verification of parameters used in design. One critical aspect of soil nail behaviour is that it is a 
passive inclusion. This implies that the mobilisation of its resistance is dependant on its 
interaction with the surrounding elements. FEM provides a great advantage over Limit 
Equilibrium Methods (LEM), because it is able to simulate interaction between the nail and its 
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surrounding soil. Another major superiority of FEM over LEM is that it is able to simulate 
construction and installation processes. LEM is only able to simulate conditions at failure, and 
often requires assumptions on modes of failure. As shown earlier, the failure mechanisms of 
soil nailing are varied and complex and assumptions on modes of failure need to be 
comprehensive in order to discover most critical cases. 
FEM also serves as a tool to verify design assumptions and viability. Due to the 
cheaper cost of constructing a numerical model as compared to a laboratory test or even a field 
prototype, it provides a useful check whether the performance of the wall will lie within 
serviceability and structural limits. 
1.2.1 Current Issues Regarding Use of FEM in Soil Nailing and Scope of Proposed Research 
The use of FEM is also subject to many pitfalls. The soil nail being discretely placed is 
in essence a problem in 3D. However a simple problem in 3D can amount to ten times the 
computational requirement as compared to a 2D plane strain analysis. Computational cost in 
terms of time and hardware requirement prevents 3D simulation of the soil nail problem from 
being widely used. However due to the repeated nature of the positioning of soil nails, FE 
users have often idealised the soil nail problem in 2D plane strain analysis as early as 1978 (Al-
Hussaini et. al, 1978; Naylor, 1978). However, this introduces additional considerations in such 
FE analysis from the viewpoint of accuracy of the simulation. The soil nail, being simulated as 
a smeared material, and idealised as a plate creates discontinuities in the soil. This affects 
mobilisation of stresses, and overall behaviour. FE users have attempted various types of 
idealisation without a consensus or comparison of methods. This results in a lot of confusion 
and misunderstanding of 2D analysis of the soil nail problem. 
The use of accurate constitutive models to represent actual material is sometimes 
critical to an accurate and acceptable prediction of behaviour. Further inaccuracies of 
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parameters used due to error in soil sampling, non-applicability of tests contribute to further 
error. In the face of so many possible origins of error involved, it is difficult to ascertain the 
accuracy of FE analysis of a 2D idealisation analysis. It would be a vast improvement to the 
quality of the FE analysis done if the errors to 2D idealisation from 3D behaviour could be 
minimised. 
The author hope that this thesis will address some of the problems involved in the 2D 
idealisation of the soil nail problem and hence maximise the user’s understanding of the finite 




C h a p t e r  2  
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Although much have been written about soil nailing as a technique and its application 
as well as finite element manipulations of geotechnical problems, this chapter focuses on two 
main aspects to bring into relevance the nature of the subject of research, which is 2-
dimensional comparisons of a 3-dimensionsal soil nail problem. 
Firstly, the author hopes to study the development of design of soil nail systems to 
show why finite element analysis is important to future design in this technique. Hence, a 
deeper understanding of the popular 2D idealisations of the problem is much required when 
compared to the frequency of present day use of such idealisation to design, analyse or predict 
soil nail problems. 
Next, the methods of idealisation would be summarised to provide a common 
understanding of present day idealisation methods of the discrete reinforcement, their 
treatment and their frequency of use. 
2.1 Current Methods of Analysis for Soil Nailing 
Although soil nails have similarities to previously well-established methods of ground 
reinforcement like dowelling (similar to piles) and reinforced earth (geotextiles), a separate 
design criteria for stabilization of slopes using soil nails was required due to the distinct nature 
of its action and mobilisation of restoring forces from the above mentioned as a passive 
inclusion in an insitu ground. In civil engineering applications, most design criteria are based on 
two requirements: ultimate limit state (ULS), where we consider the stability and other forms 
of structural failure of the system, and serviceability limit state (SLS) where we consider the 
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behaviour of the system with regards to its deflections and deformations to satisfy working 
limits.  
Most of the pioneer design criteria deal with the more critical of the two limit states, 
the ultimate limit state first, using the method of limit equilibrium (LEM) to solve for stability 
of the problem. This was deemed adequate in the initial stages of development of soil nailing 
technology as most applications of soil nailing then were with regards to temporary structures, 
hence the lesser requirement to obey SLS. However, with the development of soil nailing into a 
permanent solution to slope stabilization and retaining walls, there is a greater need to study 
the deformative performance of soil nail systems. 
2.1.1 Limit Equilibrium Methods (LEM) 
The first design methods using LEM were proposed by Stocker et al (1979), and Shen 
(1978). The German method, which has been developed subsequently by Gassler and Gudehus 
(1983), utilizes bilinear failure surfaces to predict forces in equilibrium at ULS. Bending 
capacity of nails was ignored (Figure 2.1). Shen’s method (Figure 2.2), developed at the 
University of California, USA, is similar in concept to the German method, assuming potential 
failure surfaces are vertical axis parabolas, the vertices of which are located at the bottom of the 
facing. Nails act in tension only. Juran et al. (1990) developed a method based on LEM similar 
to the one developed for Reinforced Earth to calculate failure point for soil nailed walls (Figure 
2.3). Potential failure surfaces in this method were assumed to be logarithmic spirals 
intersecting the bottom of the wall. It is also assumed that points of maximum traction and 
maximum shear force in nail rows coincide with the most critical potential failure surface. 
Though it enables design against progressive failure through nail breakage, it does not allow for 
mixed failure. Bending, shear and tensile action of the nails were considered in this method. 
These earlier design methods make use of only the tensile action of nails in aiding in stability of 
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the system. The multicriterion method (Schlosser, 1983) introduced the mobilization of tensile, 
bending and shear contribution of the nail resistance to the overall stability to take into account 
other forms of failures and action at the nail-soil interaction, hence increasing the mechanical 
rigorosity of the considerations (Figure 2.4). 
These methods study more of the ultimate failure conditions and serves to satisfy 
stability considerations of the soil nail structure. Subsequent methods also attempt to include 
the concurrent mobilization of all the resistances in play in a soil nailed wall (e.g. axial 
resistance of the nail, shear resistance in soil, pullout resistance at the interface, passive 
pressures at failure of soil normal to the nail). It has been shown experimentally that for rigid 
and flexible inclusions, the tensile strength was not mobilized simultaneously as the soil shear 
strength along the failure surface (Schlosser and Long, 1972, Schlosser and De Buhan, 1990). 
In addition, the development of pressures and stresses at the failure surface is dependent on 
the development of shearing zone in the soil nailed wall, and therefore large displacements in 
the wall. While this is found to be acceptable for most stability calculations, it would be quite 
unreasonable to assume simultaneous mobilization of resistances in calculations meant to 
predict deformations, especially when they are small and shear zones are not apparent. With 
such complicated mobilizations of forces and interaction between soil and nail, it is indeed 
more difficult to produce a serviceability design criteria that demands for a more precise 
estimation of force mobilization and also includes stiffness considerations in the soil. 
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Figure 2.1. The German Method of assuming bilinear failure surface (Stocker et al., 1979) 
 
Figure 2.2. The Shen Method using parabolic failure surface (Shen et al., 1978) 
 
(a) Cross section with combined 
translation mechanism 




Figure 2.3. The Juran Method using log-spiral failure surface (Juran et al., 1990) 
 
Figure 2.4. Multicriteria Approach and Final Yield Theory by Schlosser 
 
  
(a) Cross section with log-spiral failure surface 
assumptions indicating forces on failure mass 
(b) Charts used to calculate Tn = Tmax and Tc  
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However certain attempts were made to overcome this. A design method was 
proposed (Juran et al., 1990) for designing soil nailed walls at serviceability conditions. This was 
based on the assumption that the peak shear resistance of the soil is mobilized under service 
conditions along the maximum tension line. Christopher et al. (1990) also showed the need to 
consider the influence of the extensibility of the inclusions to deflection of the wall, which 
would produce different tensile force lines.  
Jewell (1988) proposed a method that introduces compatibility of strain in the nail with 
equilibrium of the system. It considers the displacements at the head of the reinforcement to 
be the same as that of the facing. It assumes a zone of Rankine equilibrium developed behind 
the facing where conditions of perfect adherence exist. This design assumption is more 
relevant with flexible nails or inclusions where slip between soil and nail is considered small. 
The horizontal deflection is represented by a non-dimensionalised parameter (δhK) / (HP) 
where δh is the maximum deflection, H is the wall height; K is the reinforcement stiffness and 
P the mobilised reinforcement force in any layer. Charts were then produced for variations in 
soil friction angle φ and reinforcement length. The force by each nail is assumed to be 
equivalent to the Rankine active pressure acting on the wall accruing to the horizontal and 
vertical spacing of the nail. However the methods proposed are sometimes more applicable to 
reinforced earth design where the structure is built up and not top down as in the case of soil 
nails. Furthermore the charts are under assumptions that the inclusions are of an extensible 
material. Since most nails are considered to be stiff, the results derived may not be applicable to 
soil nailing.  
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Figure 2.5. Jewell’s design charts for serviceability for a reinforced soil wall by reinforcements 
 
2.1.2 Comparisons with Finite Element Methods (FEM) 
As may be seen, the design criteria for SLS are far less robust than the design criteria 
for ULS. This is further complicated by a lack of understanding of local soil stiffness 
parameters since there are often few relevant tests done. Furthermore, the many possibilities of 
design of soil nail geometry coupled with variability of soil from site to site, makes design of 
soil nail systems a complicated one. As in other engineering applications that involve complex 
structures with many interacting variables, a computerized numerical solution that allows 
flexibility to incorporate different geometries, yet models the fundamental behaviour of soil 
nail-soil interaction and material behaviour is ideal to predict performance of the system.  
Yashima (1997) in an extensive survey of technical papers related to numerical analysis 
over the past 12 years summarises the merits of FEM in earth reinforcement design. FEM is a 
more power analytical tool than LEM because it- 
N on-dim ensional outw ard m ovem ent at the face due to  deform ation in the reinforced zone.  
 
(Left) C om parison of required and 
available stresses for equilibrium . 
(a) ideal reinforcem ent spacing,  
(b) typical reinforcem ent spacing 
w ith  2  zones of constant spacing 
(a) (b) 
(c) Ideal reinforcem ent case 
 
(d) truncated reinforcem ent length case 
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• Offers deformation, stress strain distribution; information that are required in 
designing some of the important civil structures 
• Helps engineers understand likely mechanism in earth reinforcement 
• Provides additional information to fully understand the complex interaction behaviour 
which will be reflected in easy-to-use design method (design charts) 
• Validates a simplified design method 
• Takes account of construction process which is one of the dominant factors 
influencing reinforced soil behaviour 
• Identifies potential failure planes 
• Is easily applied in observational method 
Currently 49% of numerical analysis for earth reinforcement is done by FEM while 
LEM occupies only 23% with the rest coming from explicit solutions, slip line methods, RBSM 
and others. This further illustrates FEM as an emerging tool to research and design. 
In the same paper, Yashima also lists several possible explanations why FEM have yet 
to be developed as a practical tool in design of earth reinforcement.  
• FEM requires accurate input of initial conditions which are sometimes difficult to 
postulate 
• It is generally poorer than LEM methods in prediction of ULS 
• It is expensive and for complicated problems limited by hardware or software 
capabilities. The problem of computational economy has usually been overcome in 
modeling by the use of 2D idealisations. With large complicated geometry, it is costly in 
terms of computational time to analysis a FE model in 3D. As a result, many FE users 
have resorted to 2D idealisations, using the more common plane strain computational 
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software available. Although 2D idealisations have been proposed since the late 1970s (Al-
Hussaini et al., 1978, Naylor, 1978, Hermann et al., 1978) there have been many 
suggestions that in a discretely placed soil nail, a 2D idealisation poses an inaccurate 
representation of what is essentially a 3D structure with 3D effects (Ho and Smith, 1992) 
Soil nails are in essence a 3-dimensional problem being discretely placed. Soil movements 
around the nails and at the facing affect the behaviour of the system. These are usually not 
accounted for in other forms of design that assumes the nail as a plane strain problem. 
• The mechanism of complex interaction is needed before analysis. Sometimes this 
includes the mechanism of failure of the overall system also. 
• FEM is often thought of as a black box, and does not help engineers to take part in the 
process of design. 
• Soil, reinforcement and interaction properties under operational conditions are difficult 
to determine from the results of standard laboratory tests on component materials. 
Although an FE analysis may be conducted with little tolerance for error, more often than 
not, it is hard to obtain parameters accurately that resemble actual conditions. Hence the 
accuracy achieved by using complicated software is often offset by inaccurate parameters 
used. Accurate analysis using FEM needs input parameters as well as initial conditions to 
be properly substantiated by tests from the field. This includes the verification of the 
model of data from nail pullout tests, and also soil properties found in the soil. 
Currently there are also many types of computer programs for the prediction of 
stability based on LEM. They are developed from different research backgrounds 
incorporating various nail-soil behaviour assumptions. These include programs like 
CLOUAGE, TALREN, PROSPER, SNAIL, REACTIV and CRESOL. Due to the different 
assumptions involved, given a common problem they each present a different approach to 
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solving it. The accuracy of each would depend on the applicability of the assumptions. 
However, most of the programs allow for variation in design geometry of the problem and is 
easy to use. 
The more common geotechnical FEM programmes in use that are economical to use 
like PLAXIS have functions that are more useful to plane strain problems. 3D functions in 
PLAXIS are still in the process of development and lack the complete features that allow 
solution of problems involving slip elements. Other commercially available programs like 
ABAQUS, CRISP incorporate 3-dimensional functions. In general, 3D FEM models are much 
more complicated to model as compared to 2D plane strain analysis. Although they provide a 
solution to serviceability for the soil nail problem, there is still an inclination to adopt cheaper 
methods in terms of computational cost, which like LEM or 2D idealisation FEM.  
However, with technological advances in hardware and software, it is believed that 
problems regarding computational efficiency would be superseded. At the present moment, 
understanding of alternative methods and models are still required to facilitate ongoing soil nail 
work. 
2.2 Comparison of 3D modelling and Proposed Methods of 2D Idealisation 
Soil nails, being spaced at regular intervals within the soil into the plane presents itself 
as a 3D problem, thus requiring the need for full 3D analysis as shown by Ho and Smith 
(1991). However due to computational efficiencies, 2D idealisation of the reinforcement is 
often done.  
The results of 3D modelling have been used to investigate a variety of aspects of soil 
nail behaviour. Ho and Smith (1991) have used 3D modeling as a design method for stability 
of the reinforced soil nail wall, while Nagao et al. (1988) have used it to predict movements and 
highlight other 3D effects of soil nailing. 2D modeling, although frequently used have a much 
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more limited use of its output. Most of the times, the comparison has been of deflection of the 
wall facing of reinforced soil and nail forces. Simulation of failure or stability calculations of the 
system involving large movements has never been investigated with 2-dimensional modeling. 
Many methods have been used to simulate soil nails using 2-dimensional plane strain 
elements. Each method poses different advantages and limitations in approximating the true 
behaviour of soil nails. This chapter attempts to cover some of the 2D idealisation of 
reinforcement in the analysis of a soil reinforcement problem since 1970s. They may be 
summarized into three methods described below:  
(A) Using a Composite Material to combine the soil and reinforcement into one material,  
(B) Plane Strain Assumption by Simulating discrete reinforcements with a continuous 
plate,  
(C) Simulation of Nail as an external body connected to a continuous soil using 
connector elements 
 
2.2.1 Idealisation Method A: Using a Composite Material to combine the soil and reinforcement into one 
material 
This method was illustrated by Hermann and Al-Yassin (1978) to use a locally 
homogeneous system, where the reinforced zone is represented by a composite with material 
behaviour reflecting the properties of the matrix material and the reinforcing members, and 
their composite interaction. Another method of homogenisation was also discussed by de 
Buhan and Salençon (1987). The method involves reducing the problem of analysing a 
composite structure comprised of different materials to that of an equivalent structure of one 
homogeneous material, but with anisotropic properties. The approach was originally proposed 
for analysis of reinforced earthfill structures where earth reinforcements were regularly spaced 
in a common layout. In the case of soil nails, the reinforced ground mass is split up into a 
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series of ortho-rhombic cells, referred to as a representative base cell. Only the reinforced part 
of the ground is homogenised; the ground beyond the effective zone remains unchanged 
(Figure 2.6). 
The method simulates the macroscopic behaviour of the structure. The nail-soil 
interface is assumed to be fully bonded. Attention is drawn to three other conditions 
concerning the method, namely that: 
• It is not able to take local stability into account, only global stability, 
• The reinforcing inclusions are assumed to be arranged in a regular manner, 
It is essential that the spacing of the reinforcement can be considered as small 
compared to the overall dimensions of the works. 
 
Figure 2.6. Homogenised representation of reinforced soil mass in a soil nail structure (de 
Buhan and Salençon, 1987) 
 
Advantages of a composite representation are that it reduces the computational 
capacity required to solve for every reinforcing member as compared to discrete 
representation. This is especially useful if 3-dimensional analysis were important to investigate 
effects of geometry on a global scale (Cardoso and Carreto, 1989). 
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Disadvantages would include not being able to directly yield detailed information of 
localized behaviour of stresses, strains and hence deformation at the reinforcement. This 
method also presumes that the composite behaviour has also been well known prior to 
representation. However, it must also be noted that when it was first proposed, it was applied 
to strip reinforcement. With the advent of nails where the bending and shear contribution is 
still debated and precise nail behaviour locally still to be determined, it is unlikely this method 
would be used to gain an accurate insight into local soil nail behaviour. More complicated 
composite models are also out of the question since meaningful parameters would be hard to 
obtain for a reinforced soil composite. 
Gerrard (1982), in his recommendation for the use of an orthorhombic material, states 
that in using a homogenized composite material, the following conditions should stand: 
 The scale of the system of layer is large when compared with each individual layer 
 No relative displacement can occur at interfaces 
 Normals to 3 planes of symmetry of the material properties are respectively parallel 
to the set of Cartesian coordinates. Furthermore layering planes must be parallel to 
planes of elastic symmetry in each layer. 
2.2.2 Idealisation Method B: Plane Strain Assumption by simulating discrete reinforcements with a 
continuous plate 
 
Al-Hussaini et al. (1978) proposed the method of idealising the discrete reinforcement 
by smearing it into a continuous plate across the spacing. This is achieved by factoring the 
Young’s modulus of the plate Ep using area ratio factors such that the axial stiffness (EA) will 
remain equivalent. The use of interface elements was also introduced to simulate slip between 
reinforcement and soil resulting in a finite element formulation as shown in Figure 2.7(a). 
These two features were important to illustrate the dominant effects of a reinforced soil system 
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where mostly the reinforcement acts in resistance by tension and a common mode of failure is 
by pullout of reinforcement due to inadequacy of interface strength. Donovan (1984) suggests 
for the idealisation of rock bolts that smearing of the reinforcement should include bending 
stiffness as well. It could be seen that compliance for most cases for smearing of axial stiffness 
and bending stiffness is hard to achieve. Unterreiner (1994) suggests that smearing of bending 
properties of the soil nail may be neglected completely. It is generally agreed that axial stiffness 
is regarded as the predominant characteristic, with shear and bending properties of the soil nail 
are of minor importance until the soil nailed system is nearing failure. Since it is difficult to 
smear in agreement both axial stiffness and bending stiffness, the latter is usually disregarded. 
The other consideration is the interaction between the reinforcement and soil. It is 
clear that when the nail is idealized as a plate, the surface area in contact with the soil is greatly 
increased. It would also mean that the transfer of stresses from the soil mass to the 
reinforcement by friction across the increased area would be greater. Al-Hussaini (1978) has 
suggested a simplification for the interface properties of stiffness and ultimate shear strength 
using the surface area of the strip reinforcement in contact with the soil to be factored against 
the surface area of the equivalent plate. However, little understanding has been furthered since 
then on the actual behaviour at the interface. Most researchers interface elements but give little 
elaboration of how or if the interface properties have been smeared. Benhamida et al. (1997) 
suggest a similar type of smearing to that of Al-Hussaini’s simplification. 
Another problem posed by simulation in 2D using a continuous plate is that it presents 
discontinuity within the soil above and below the reinforcement, which in reality is not true. 
This causes shear transfer between soil and stress paths taken by the soil to be improperly 
represented. Proponents of this suggest that a complete 3D simulation (Ho and Smith, 1991) 
or method (C) be used.  
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2.2.3 Idealisation Method C: Simulation of Nail as an external body connected to a continuous soil using 
connector elements  
For Method B the soil above the nail is disconnected by the smeared nail with the soil 
below it, hence introducing a discontinuity within the soil. Method C attempts to partially 
connect the top soil with the bottom by incorporating soil and nail continuum elements in the 
same position sharing interaction with the soil nodes above and below the nail where 
interaction of the nail with the soil is governed by an interface behaviour while the soil is  
considered to be in full connection. It is postulated that with continuity of the soil body across 
the idealised plate, the simulation of 3D nail would be improved. However, no studies have 
been published yet on the reliability of this technique as compared to Method B. 
Naylor (1978) first introduced the idea of simulating in plane strain as an “external 
body” interacting with a continuous soil. He described the use of an analytical model using slip 
elements to properly describe the interaction between the reinforcement and soil in order to 
properly represent the longitudinal stiffness of reinforcement, the transfer of shear stress by 
bond between reinforcement and soil and finally the transfer of shear through the soil in the 
vertical plane containing the reinforcement. It achieves this by smearing the reinforcement 
across the vertical plane and attaches it to the soil, hence it is postulated that the transfer of 
shear stresses is not obstructed. 
Cardoso and Fernandes (1994) propose a procedure that incorporates principles of 
Naylor in allowing transfer of vertical stresses as shown in Figure 2.7(b). However, instead of a 
vertical smearing of reinforcement, they attach the reinforcement as an external one 
dimensional bar element with only tensile resistance to the soil nodes at the reinforcement 
positions with interface elements. Interface elements allow slip interaction and are governed by 
bond-slip behaviour. Hence, stresses are transferred to the reinforcement without interference 
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of the soil. Similar methods have also been adopted for rock bolts by Tang et al. (2000) using 
spring elements to connect reinforcement and rock continuum. 
This simulation would be true for cases where the spacing of the nail is more than ten 
times the nail diameter and soil remains very much connected through regions where the soil 
nail rows are placed. However, the disadvantage of this method is that it completely ignores the 
bearing effect of the soil on the nail as a continuous load. This ignores the contribution of the 
nails in bending and shearing, which may be important when investigation of local nail 
behaviour becomes important near failure (Plumelle, 1990). An improvement to this simulation 
would be to use slip elements on soil nail simulated by beam elements or brick elements 
instead of spring elements connecting bar elements to soil. 
Figure 2.7. Representation of nail as a smeared plane strain idealized plate 
 
 
Unterreiner et al. (1997) used a variation of Method C on a finite element simulation of 
a full-scale experimental wall modelling the beginning five stages of excavation using the 
programme CESAR-LCPC. A special combination of different elements was used to account 
for continuity between movement of the top nodes and the bottom nodes (Figure 2.8). 
 
(a) Modelling of Discrete Nail as a continuous 
plate (Method B) 
(b) Modelling of Discrete Nail as an external 
element (Method C) 
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Figure 2.8. Details of finite element mesh at facing-reinforcement connections 
 
2.2.4 Summary of Comparison of Methods 
The author summarised published numerical analysis of 35 case studies earth 
reinforcement involving use of soil nails, strips or rock bolts where 2D idealisation of discrete 
reinforcing elements have been carried out and compared them against the trend of usage of 
the methods through 1970s, 1980s and 1990s to the present. The detail summary of the cases is 
included in Appendix A, while the results from the summary are as shown in Figure 2.9. 





















The use of Method B and Method C has almost always been preferred over Method A 
despite advantages of economy in capacity required for calculation. This has been largely due 
to advances in hardware that allows calculation of more complex formulations within an 
acceptable time. In addition, research direction emphasizing the complex nail soil interaction 
demands good modelling of local behaviour at soil nails.  
Although Method B is described as presenting discontinuity between soil layers 
separated by idealised plates, it has been more often used as compared to other methods 
despite advantages offered by Method C. This may be due to the fact that where bending 
resistance may have a marginal influence on the performance of the nail, most feel 
uncomfortable with the total neglect of its effect, which is the case if springs or other 
connector elements are used to simulate interaction between nail and soil. Unterreiner (1994) 
also showed in a comparison of both methods that both approaches are approximately 
equivalent. Other reasons could include the lack of users who adopt Method C, making it a 
relatively untried method as compared to Method B. 
Despite the popularity of use, it is unsure if Method B provides the better result since 
no comparisons have been made of the two. Regardless of method used, it is important while 
making use of the idealisation to be clear of its effects and limitations in order to make proper 
conclusions of analysis of results of stresses, strains and deformations. It is therefore the aim of 
this thesis to highlight some of these effects by comparing a simple single nail excavation and a 
multiple nail excavation in 2-dimensional idealisation and comparing it with 3D simulation to 




C h a p t e r  3  
OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
3.1 Objective 
From the literature review as well as surveys done previously by other authors on 
numerical analysis of earth reinforcement, it is clear that FEM has emerged in recent times to 
become a useful tool in design and analysis of reinforced earth structures like soil nails. 
Improvements have been made to the method in the aspects of the efficiency of program 
code, capacity of hardware and accuracy of the modelling by FEM by incorporating better 
material or element models. These seem to suggest that a large scope of application for FEM in 
geotechnical engineering in time to come. 
The improvements in modelling have come mainly from the development of more 
sophisticated constitutive soil models (Mohr-Coulomb, Drucker Prager, Modified Cam-Clay 
etc). Reinforcement modelling incorporating slip between inclusion and reinforced material to 
model behaviour at the interface was also emphasised (Rowe, 1984). Soil-water coupling is also 
introduced to fully model deformations of soil as a truly phased material. However, these 
superior models while enhancing the simulation cannot improve certain aspects of modelling 
when 2D idealisation takes place to save computation time and cost. Yashima (1997) in 
predicting current and future trends of FEM recommends for acceptable modelling that 2-
dimensional idealisation is acceptable in the form of a sheet or grid. Where strip or anchor 
reinforcement is used, the equivalent stiffness and equivalent interaction model in 2D should 
be proposed based on a real 3D behaviour.  
Currently, there are several methods of idealisation that the author has identified and 
have classified them broadly into three categories. It is hoped that the work presented in this 
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thesis will further understanding of the effect of these idealisation methods in predicting an 
actual 3D behaviour using a 2D plane strain analysis. 
The objective of this thesis is to study, through the comparison of a 3-dimensional 
model of a soil nail with equivalent 2D idealised models, the following: 
1. The effect of different types of idealisation in 2D of a 3D nail and the resulting 
differences in behaviour, hence providing 2D FE users to better understand the 
limitations of each type of idealisation method in representing a soil nail problem.  
2. To study the effect of idealisation of nail across the nail spacing and comparing with 
the local mechanism of a soil nail when forces are mobilised in 3D. This is to provide 
guidelines to limitations of FE analysis due to the action of nail-soil-nail interaction in 
order to aid users in understanding the techniques involved in idealisation.  
3.2 Methodology and Scope of Research 
There are many factors influencing the behaviour of a soil nail. The purpose of the 
research is concerned mainly on the differences in idealising the problem in 2D. Hence, the 
research methods are based solely on 2D/3D FE numerical comparisons of predictions and 
differences in methods of modelling where behaviour in the equivalent 3D model is used as 
the standard of comparison and not field behaviour since there are too many contributing 
influences. Such comparisons with field examples may become less meaningful and hence the 
limitation of scope to comparisons. The use of a 3D problem with equivalent parameters 
serves to highlight differences in behaviour due only to idealisation effects.  
Also relatively simple constitutive models were used to ease computational 
requirements due to small contributions of soil models to the overall behaviour. The soil 
model used is chosen to be a Mohr-Coulomb model with either uniform or linearly increasing 
elastic modulus with depth. 
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The FE analyses of soil nail numerical models were carried out using the FE software 
program ABAQUS (Hibbitt, Karlsson, Sorensen, 2002) which has 2-dimensional as well as 3-
dimensional modelling capabilities. The methodology is as described below in the flow chart 
(Figure 3.1).  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Scheme of methodology of research 
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types of Idealisation: A, B, C
C. Investigation into effect of smearing 
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The scheme is two pronged, beginning with identifying current methods of idealisation 
used. Using a simple single row soil nail programme and then a more complicated multiple soil 
nail programme, comparisons were made to compare behaviour of different methods of 
idealisation with behaviour of an actual field simulation. Recommendations are then drawn 
from the comparisons about the limitations of each method. It is hoped through the 
conclusions drawn that better understanding of each method of idealisation will contribute to 
more appropriate application of plane strain analysis of the soil nail problem. 
At the same time, to further understand the limitations of 2D idealisation, the effect of 
smearing of a discrete nail into an idealised plate is then investigated for the local behaviour 
around the nail. A scheme to characterise parameters influencing nail-soil-nail interaction is 
then done based on a pullout numerical simulation in both 2D and 3D and then verified by a 
FE parametric analysis of single row soil nail excavation model. Guidelines by form of a design 
chart to specify limits to spacing for 2D idealisation of the soil nail problem are proposed to 
provide confidence to FE users in soil nail system design using 2D plane strain analysis. 
Comparisons with previous recorded case histories are also made to verify recommendations. 
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C h a p t e r  4  
2-D IDEALISATION OF DISCRETE NAIL: EFFECT OF SMEARING OF 
DISCRETE NAIL AS A CONTINUOUS PLATE 
4.1 Definition of Smearing in 2D Idealisation 
Since the use of FEM in geotechnical analysis of reinforced walls was first used, there 
have emerged many methods of idealisation. From the literature review however, it is observed 
that the more popular method of idealising the discretely placed nail is by “smearing” the nail 
into the plane to simulate a plate with factored properties. This method of smearing is 
applicable to both methods of idealisation B and C. This allows the nail to be represented as a 
continuous member in the plane and hence enable 2D plane strain calculations. 
Smearing in Methods B and C requires a comparison and subsequent equivalencing of 
strength and stiffness properties of the nail and nail-soil interface. It may be summarised in the 
Table 1.1. In almost all published FEM cases, the nail is simulated as an elastic material. This is 
not surprising since in most cases the nail does not approach breakage, with the soil or nail-soil 
interface failure being more critical. However in the case where nail breakage is expected to 
occur, this would be important to model. 
Table 4.1 Characteristics of Smearing in 2D Idealisation 
Nail Nail-Soil Interface 
Stiffness  
Axial- usually done 
Flexural- usually ignored since nail accepted 
to act primarily in tension 
Slip Rigidity   
for elastic-plastic cases only 
Structural Strength  
May be important when simulation of nail 
breakage is expected to happen (usually not 
done) 
Ultimate Skin Friction  
criteria not clear 
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From the literature review (see Section 2.2.2), it was observed also from various 
published cases of FE analysis that while the smearing of nail stiffness is well understood and 
practiced, the smearing of interfacial properties has not been well discussed and not well 
understood.  
This chapter hopes to specify the scheme of smearing in idealizing the nail used in this 
study, paying particular attention to the lesser-known criteria of smearing of interfacial 
properties. This is done through the comparison of behaviour of numerical pullout and single 
row soil nail models in 2D and 3D in subsequent chapters. 
4.2 Scheme of Smearing of a Single Row Soil Nail System 
The single row soil nail problem was modelled in both 3D as well as in 2D using the 
idealisation Method B and C (see Chapter 5) to study the effect of smearing of the interfacial 
properties.  There are two schemes applied to the model, namely the smearing of the nail 
stiffness properties as well as the interfacial properties. Since the nail is modelled as an elastic 
material and failure of the nails is not expected, the ultimate failure of the nail is not 
considered.  
4.2.1 Smearing of Nail Properties 
Since the nail is expected to act primarily in tension, the nail axial stiffness over the 







 AA stiffness, axial of smearingfor factor  area  thewhere






It is generally accepted that bending and shear resistance of the nail are more important 
only when soil is approaching instability and under small loadings and displacements, the 
bending contribution may not be significant.  
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4.2.2 Smearing of Interfacial Properties 
The smearing of interfacial properties is based mainly on the slip behaviour since the 
main action of the interaction between the nail and the soil is the relative slip as the excavation 
takes place in front of the facing. The interface property of the nail-soil material is usually 
modelled as a frictional material with an elastic plastic property or a fully plastic property. It is 
dependent on normal pressures at the interface, the tangential slip at the interface as well as the 
surface area in contact of the area. Although the normal pressures on the nail are assumed to 
be the same in both 2D and 3D, it is clear that the surface area of a plate far exceeds that of a 
3D nail. As such, the surface area has to be smeared into the properties of the interface. 
Although this effect is obvious, many published cases of 2D idealisations are not clear on 
whether this smearing is done or to the extent in which it is done. This is perhaps most users 
are unclear as to the effect of smearing of the interface properties (Figure 4.1). 
Al-Huissaini et al. (1978) suggested that the interface shear properties are smeared 
according to its pullout strength. Most subsequent users have hence adopted this method 
where the properties are smeared according to the following criteria: 
plate ofPerimeter 
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soil withcontact  area in Plate













     




















 However, most cases of slippage at the interface do not occur at pullout condition and 
hence the above method of smearing fails to take into account differences in mobilisation of 
shear in 2D and 3D at the interface. What is more desired is the matching of inclusion forces 
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in the nail, hence it is proposed that interaction factors Io and I1 be included to account for 
mobilisation.  
 
Figure 4.1. Schematic showing smearing of a discrete nail into a continuous plate  
 
Normal pressures on the nail are assumed to be the same in both 2D and 3D. 
However non-uniformity of pressures across the nail length combined with stress changes due 
to shearing of the soil around of the nail causes normal pressures to vary. Interaction factor, Io 


















Mobilisation of stresses at the interface in 2D is also postulated to be different form 
that in 3D. Mobilisation factors relative to full pullout capacity are combined to define 
Discrete nail smeared over 
spacing to become idealised 
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interaction factor, I1 by the equation below to factor shear force mobilised in the nail-soil 
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A new method of idealisation is proposed where the properties of the interface are 
smeared by the following relationship:  
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4.2.3 Smearing of Interface Rigidity 
The smearing of interface rigidity is a complicated issue as it deals with the mobilisation 
of stresses with displacement. From studies illustrated in the next chapter, it is observed that 
slip behaviour in 2D and 3D are somewhat different and dependent on many parameters. In 
order to reduce the variations to consider for comparison, the rigidity of the interface, K is 
kept constant in both schemes throughout the course of this research. The input parameter of 
the 2D simulation is thus adjusted such that the following equations are obeyed. The slip 
allowance is then adjusted accordingly.  
   




















































As may be observed from pullout records done in the next chapter, the adjusted 
rigidity such that K2d=K3d simulates initial mobilisation of forces in 2D pullout closer to that of 
the 3D pullout. In cases where the FEM programme may define rigidity of interface elements 
automatically, the rigidity in 2D is usually much lesser than that in 3D (Figure 4.2). 
Figure 4.2. Under predictions of pullout capacity in 3D numerical pullout from expected values 
 
4.3 Effect of Smearing of Interface Properties 
4.3.1 Influence of Area Factor, Af 
The effect of the surface area factor, Af may be seen in comparison of the deflection, 
moments and forces (Figure 5.2) a plate without smeared interface, a plate with smeared 
interface according to the surface area factor and a nail modelled in 3D. It is obvious to 
simulate nail-soil interface parameters in a 2D idealisation of a 3-dimension nail, not only the 
axial stiffness must be smeared but also the interface. This is because the transfer of forces 
from soil to nail is governed by the shear behaviour at the interface. If the area is large, then 
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reduces the pullout capacity, P at the interface to compensate for the increase in magnitude of 
surface area.  
4.3.2 Influence of Interaction Factors, Io and I1 
From a numerical pullout comparison in 2D and 3D of a 1.6m long 0.05 x 0.05m 
square nail (see Chapter 7), it is noted that while 2D reproduces the pullout capacity calculated 
according to assumption of uniform normal pressures around the nail, Punif, the 3D pullout 
force under predicts Punif (Figure 4.2). This is not surprising as the area factor method assumes 
that the pressures are applied uniformly around the nail and does not account for lower 
horizontal pressures acting normally on the side of the 3D nail. Where the 2D force is 
dependent mainly on the interaction of vertical normal pressures on the top and bottom 
surfaces of the plate, the 3D nail is also subject to horizontal pressures defined by coefficient 
Ko or Ka (usually <1 for soils that are normally or under consolidated) of vertical pressures.  
Adding to this effect, as the nail is being pulled out, there is greater relative movement 
of the soil nearer to the nail as compared to soil further away from the nail (Figure 4.3). This 
results in arching of the soil around the nail, which further contributes to pressure changes 
around the nail. As a result, the resistance to nail pullout in 3D is much lesser than calculated 
the pullout force, Punif.  
When pullout tests are actually done in the field, and 2D analysis is applied, it may be 
seen that correlation of µR may be done straight from pullout capacity readings. However, if 
3D FE analysis is used, the value of Io is important to correct the pullout capacity accordingly. 
Since the basis of comparison for the scope of research is 2D FE analysis with 3D FE analysis, 
it is important for values of Io to be understood to adopt a more suitable scheme of smearing. 
This under prediction of 3D pullout strength is dependent on the type of soil model 
used and models that are more complicated may be required to fully properly predict 
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behaviour at the nail-soil interface. In actual soil-nail behaviour, increased rather than under 
predicted pullout forces are expected due to effects of restrained dilatancy. In this research, 
these effects are accounted for by using increased coefficients of friction as compared to what 
would be normally expected for cases of free dilatancy. Further elaborations are presented in 
Appendix B since this does not lie within the main scope of research of this thesis. 
 
Figure 4.3. Stresses in soil around the nail due to soil movement during pullout 
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Parametric runs were done using 3D pullout of a nail in a soil of elasticity at different 
overburden pressures, different nail spacing and soil elasticity, over a range of relative stiffness 
of nail to soil, to investigate the effects of these parameters on Io. Pullout was extracted for and 
compared with Punif to obtain the interaction factor Io. The results show that the value of Io is 
relatively independent on the magnitude of overburden pressure and soil elasticity. It is 
increasing with relative elasticity whereupon after En/Es > 300, Io is constant and of the range 
of values of 0.5-0.6 with higher values for closer nail spacing (Figure 4.4). 
Figure 4.4. Variation of (a) Io with Average overburden pressure, (b) Io with relative stiffness of 
nail to soil for different nail spacing  
 
The parameter I1 is a measure of the relative mobilisation of 2D as compared to 3D. 
Mobilisation, M is defined as the percentage of shear force active of the pullout capacity in the 
interface at a certain stage of construction. To obtain mobilisation values, a simple numerical 
set-up of a single row soil nail system at 1m spacing was used. However there are many modes 
of idealisation currently practised and the mobilisation behaviour in each of these idealised 
modes may be different. Hence, it is important to compare for each method of idealisation to 
obtain the appropriate mobilisation values. This is done in the subsequent chapter. 
The usefulness of each factor is only apparent when put together to account for all the 




























































definition and properties in Chapter 5), we compare the deflection of the facing under a 1m 
excavation against the deflection of a 3D nail. We observe the effect of each of the following 
influence factors, Af, Io and I1 by applying them in four separate schemes: 1) without any 
influence factors, 2) accounting for contact surface area with Af, 3) accounting for contact 
surface area and non-uniformity of stresses around nail, Af  and Io, 4) accounting for area, non-
uniformity of stress and mobilisation of interface stresses, Af , I1 and Io. The values used for Af 
(=0.1), Io(=0.5) and  I1(=2.7) are taken from equation in section 4.2.2, Figure 4.4 and Figure 5.9 
respectively for En/Es=338.5. The results are as shown in Figure 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.5. Effect of Influence factors on accuracy of deflection in 2D of 3D facing behaviour 


























2D- Af, Io, I1
3D- Def along Sect A-A
Nail height
Differences in deflection at 
nail height between 2D and 
3D, δ2D- δ3D 
 
Without Io & I1 0.56 δ3D
With Af 0.63 δ3D
With Af and Io 1.21 δ3D
With Af , Io & I1 0.11 δ3D
 
Note: The combination of 
all factors aid to reduce the 
margin of difference 
significantly. 
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It is apparent without any factors, the deflection is too small since the contact surface 
area increases the frictional resistance of the soil nail to relief of soil loading in front of the 
facing. Af and Io is also insufficient to properly simulate movements. Only by the correct 
factoring of nail forces mobilised by I1 are deflections more accurately matched. By introducing 
the factors, in the case of the example shown, the differences without incorporating the factors 
may be reduced as much as five times to about one-tenth of the deflection in 3D. 
 
4.4 Recommendations for interfacial parameters used in 3D analysis and 2D 
Idealisation 
The input for interfacial properties are determined by a few methods. The most 
common of which is to perform a field pullout test using a test nail constructed in the soil 
upon which the soil nail wall is to be built. Pullout forces are obtained from which the 
interfacial frictional property, µ  may be obtained by dividing the pullout force by the contact 
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It is observed that for a 3D nail pullout, the expected nail pullout capacity is often less 
due to the neglect of lower horizontal normal pressures acting on the sides of nail by the 
traditional area factor method, as well as the interaction of horizontal pressures on the nail. It is 
important to account for this interaction in 3D and the interaction parameter Io is proposed to 
take care of this effect. It is observed that Io is generally in the range of 0.5-0.6 for the range of 
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En/Es most cases of soil nailing applications while M3D is usually 1 or pullout capacity fully 
mobilised. This value should be used in the case where 3D FE analysis are used either in 
analysis of an actual experimental or field behaviour or in comparison of a 2D analysis. This is 
true for the case analysed where the interface is constructed as a frictional material. In some 
cases, FE users have constructed the interface to behave as a cohesive material having no 
relation to its surrounding pressures. In that case, the pullout capacity may be regarded as 
determined by the user and Io is taken to be 1.0 (see Equation 2). 
In 2D idealisation, it is relatively more straight forward since the prediction of pullout 
capacity is quite close to calculated values i.e. Io=1.0 and may be neglected. However the 
mobilisation of the full pullout is limited by discontinuity and other factors in soil. Hence less 
than full mobilisation is expected to take place. From the single row soil nail case, the 
mobilised force is observed to be around 2-4 times of its corresponding 3D force, hence I1 
should be included to account for this effect (Equation 3).  
In the comparison of 2D and 3D numerical simulation, the values of friction 
coefficient µ in 2D is obtained as a combination of equations 2 and 3 from the friction 
parameter in 3D, resulting in the outlined scheme of smearing involving parameters Io and I1. It 
may be observed that since over the range of relative stiffness values En/Es >300, Io multiplied 
by I1 is near to the value of unity and hence may be disregarded. The factors affecting both 
parameters are independent of each other. Hence, it is useful to consider them separately in 
order to have a more accurate picture of smearing of the 3D nail. More studies to further study 
into the mobilisation of forces have to be done to allow for implementation of this feature into 








C h a p t e r  5  
2-D IDEALISATION OF DISCRETE NAIL: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT 
METHODS WITH A SINGLE ROW SOIL NAIL SYSTEM 
5.1 Introduction to 2D Idealisation of a Discrete Reinforcement 
2D idealisation is developed from the process of modelling discretely placed strip 
reinforcements. It arose in the 1970s due to the limitations of computational capability of 
available hardware where only solutions to simplified problems could be provided. Although it 
is understood that plane strain analysis is better suited for continuous reinforcement in the 
plane, the aim of idealising a discrete reinforcement in 2D is to provide an adequate solution to 
represent the behaviour in 3D yet reducing computational requirements. 
The criteria for methods of idealisation for strip reinforcement proposed by Naylor 
(1978) in modelling a 3D problem, which may also be applied to soil nailing technology, are 
that they must reproduce the following characteristics: 
1. The longitudinal stiffness of strips 
2. The transfer of shear stress by bond between the strips and soil, and 
3. The transfer of shear through the soil in the vertical plane containing the strips 
From the literature review conducted of published cases of soil nailing modelling done, 
it is known that there is more than one method of idealising the discrete nail. They are 
classified into three broad categories as shown in Table 5.1. The first methods (Method A) 
proposed which represented the nail and soil as a composite material modelled the first 
category by considering the weighted stiffness of each material while satisfying continuity in the 
material. However, Naylor’s 2nd characteristic was not as accurately simulated using this 
method. Subsequent methods (Method B) emphasised the reproduction of slip behaviour by 
using an idealised plate and interface elements to model slip behaviour. However, this resulted 
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in soil discontinuity and an inability to completely represent the third characteristic. The most 
recent proposals for an alternative method (Method C) are to model the soil as a continuous 
soil body and the nail as an external structure connected to the soil continuum by connector 
elements. It is hoped that this would correctly represent the shear transfer in the soil and hence 
satisfying the third category. 
Table 5.1 Summary of Scheme of Idealisation 
Method Description Method of Smearing 
A 
 
Using a Composite 
Material to combine the 
soil and reinforcement into 
one material 
 
Modeling the reinforced soil 
and the nails with a 
orthorhombic homogenized 
material using weighted stiffness 
 
B 
Plane Strain Assumption by 
Simulating discrete 
reinforcements with a 
continuous plate 
 
Smearing the axial stiffness and 
interface properties of nail and 




Simulation of Nail as an 
external body connected to 
a continuous soil using 
connector elements 
Same as Method B, except that 
the soil is represented as a 
continuous body 
 
This chapter and the next compare the three different types of idealisation methods 
proposed and differentiate their capabilities to properly simulate what happens actually by 
comparison with an equivalent 3D numerical model using first a single row soil nail system and 
subsequently a multiple row soil nail system. 
5.2 Different Idealisations of a Single Row Soil Nail System 
5.2.1 Definition of a Single Row Soil Nail Set Up 
A single row of soil nails is used to investigate the 2D and 3D effects to investigate the 
behaviour locally at and around the soil nail and its differences to the 3-dimensional behaviour 
rather than the overall behaviour of the soil nail system. The numerical model simulates a 
hypothetical experiment conducted in the laboratory. The facing and nail elements were 
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preburied before excavation and installed as the soil is being built up behind the facing. The 
soil nail system is a single 1.6m long nail holding a 2.5m tall aluminium facing retaining a 
cohesionless soil. A 1m excavation of the soil in front of the facing is done in two stages to 
mobilize stresses and strains in reinforced system. The single soil nail excavation may also be 
treated as an actual soil nail set-up after its first nail has been installed and the excavation 
completed to next nail depth. 
The three methods of idealisations, Methods A, B and C, have been applied for a single 
row of soil nails to investigate the 2D effects of modelling. The finite element programme 
ABAQUS was used to model the single row soil nail problem for all three idealisations. A 
summary of the scheme of idealisation is shown in the table below with elaboration in the next 
section. The 2D idealized models were compared to the 3D model (Figure 5.1) to observe 
differences and hence make conclusions on the advantages and disadvantages of the various 
types of idealisation. 
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Sect A-A: Deflection at Nail Span
Sect B-B: Deflection between Nail spans 





5.2.2 Scheme of 2D Idealisations of Single Nail Problem:: Method A 
The composite Method A (Figure 5.2) makes use of an orthorhombic method 
proposed by Gerrard (1982) and used by Cardoso and Carreto in 1989 for defining the 
property of reinforced soil. The reinforced layer extends over 0.5m in depth and for the entire 
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En, A, Sv and Sh are the elastic modulus, the nail section and the inter-nail vertical and 
horizontal spacing; Es and vs are the elastic characteristics of the soil; E1, E2, and v1, v2 and G 
are the elastic anisotropic characteristics of the equivalent material (E1- nail direction). The 
factor w is the adhesion factor where w=0 implies that the reinforcement have no effect while 
w=1 implies perfect adhesion between the reinforcement.  
Due to limitations in the programme to model an orthorhombic material as an elastic 
plastic material, the reinforced soil was modeled as an elastic material. This assumption is 
relevant for the single nail simulation as most of the soil does not undergo plastic conditions 
under full load. Values of w were varied to check the effect of this parameter on the 
deformation analysis for a 1m excavation done in two excavation stages simulated by removing 
soil elements in front of the facing. For Method A, it was observed that for variations of the w 
factor, there seems to be little effect on the deflection of the facing (Figure 5.2). As can be seen 
from the deflection profiles, there is very little variation despite large differences in values of w 
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chosen. This is also indicative that for a soil nail model, the importance of slip behaviour is 
more critical to model rather than axial stiffness. Hence an arbitrary intermediate value for w 
was chosen and the following parameters for Method A idealisation are as shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Parameters used for Method A Idealisation Model for Single Nail Excavation 
Problem  
Parameters Unreinforced Soil Reinforced Soil 
Young’s Modulus, Es (kPa) 5910 
E1=7053 
E2=5912 
Poisson’s Ratio, νs 0.3 ν1=0.3 ν2=0.3 
Cohesion, c’ (kPa) 0.2 - 
Friction Angle, φ’ (°) 40 - 
Dilation Angle, ψ (°) 40 - 
 
Figure 5.2. Mesh Representation of Idealisation using Method A with deformation at various w 
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5.2.3 Scheme of 2D Idealisations of Single Nail Problem: Method B and C 
The scheme of smearing of the nail for Method B and Method C idealisation is the 
same as that described in Chapter 4. The nail is of square dimensions hence in smearing, the 
bending and axial stiffness match both before and after smearing without changing the 
thickness of the nail. The nail axial stiffness and interfacial properties are smeared over the 
spacing length using an area factor such that the below equations are obeyed:  
l
nailplate smeared (EA)  (EA)
nai plate F  F ce,at interfa ForceShear   Mobilised =
=
 
Preliminary values of interaction factors Io and I1 were used for comparison and 
subsequent determination of the parameter I1. Since the pullout force of the 3D nail is not 
known prior, the measured results of pullout conducted by a similar measured laboratory test 
show back calculated values of apparent coefficient of friction µ∗ of  0.6. The 2D results are 
factored according by the area factor and interaction factors Io and I1 from charts in Chapter 4 
and 5 of numerical nail pullout tests and single row soil nail test comparison of nail spacing 1m 
and soil elasticity 5910kPa.  
The primary difference between Method B and Method C in this numerical 
comparison as well as subsequent simulations are that the soil body is modeled with as a 
continuous material with the idealized plate as an superimposed body occupying the same 
positions with independent nodes. The idealized plate interacts with the superimposed soil 
nodes by slip elements in the same way as a Method B plate soil interaction would be 
constructed. The differences between the schemes of idealisation are shown in Figure 5.3. The 
input parameters are summarized in Table 5.3. 
Five excavation stages were done (Depths: 0.34m, 1.0m, 1.3, 1.65m and 1.8m) until 
computational failure occurs. This was done to compare simulation near failure between the 
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models using idealisations using Method B and C and 3D. Method A analysis near failure was 
not done and only excavation up to the 2nd stage (1.0m) was simulated since the composite 
material was modelled with an elastic material, failure analysis is not meaningful. 
Figure 5.3. 2D plane strain analysis FE mesh showing different schemes of idealisation Method 
B and Method C 
 
Table 5.3 Parameters used in FEM model in 2D and 3D for nail at 1m spacing 





Young’s Modulus, Es\ (kPa) 5910 7.0x107 100000 2000000 
Cohesion, c’ (kPa) 0.2    
Friction Angle, φ’ (°) 40    
Dilation Angle, ψ (°) 40    
Axial Area, A (m2)   0.05 0.0025 
Moment of Inertia, I (m4)   1.042x10-5 5.2x10-7 
Axial Stiffness, EnA 
(kN/m2.m2)  
 5000 5000 
Bending Stiffness, EnI 
(kN/m2.m4)  
 1.042 1.042 
Coefficient of Friction, µR 
and µ   
 0.06, (Io=0.5, 
I1=2) 
0.6 
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5.3 Comparisons of Different 2D Idealisations of Single Nail Problem 
The criterion of comparison for behaviour was based on the priority of importance in 
the output of the FEM for design and analysis as well as computational capacity. The 
significance of output in order of importance is as follows: 
1. Deformation of facing. One of the most critical outputs that FEM are often 
used to predict are movements in the system. Deflection output from FE 
analyses gives users a good indication of how the system may behave if 
constructed.  
2. Forces mobilized in Nails. Under conditions where installation effects have a 
great bearing on mobilization of forces, prediction of forces by FEM are also 
critical to design for the right material to be used. 
3. Stress Behaviour of Soil with changes in loading and Failure behaviour. Since 
most soil nail structures are designed to exist in conditions far away from the 
failure, it is important to understand the overall behaviour of the system by the 
simulation of stress changes in the soil.  
5.3.1 Comparison of Computational Requirements and Modeling Efficiency 
2D idealisations of the soil nail system provide advantages in modelling efficiency as 
well as computational cost. Using the one row soil nail problem as a basis of comparison, the 
computational capacity of each idealisation was compared to the 3D model. The results as 
shown in the Table 5.4 indicate that 3D is about 200 times more computationally demanding 
than Method B and C and 15 times more demanding than Method A. 
The construction of the 2D mesh for all methods is much simpler as compared to a 
3D mesh. Method A requires the use of a 3D orthorhombic material, which counters the 
advantage of deploying a simple mesh. It is cost inefficient when compared with Methods B 
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and C although it uses about the same number of elements and has much more degrees of 
freedom to consider. However when considering global 3D effects where plane strain 
considerations are not reasonable to consider in the global scale (near end or corner 
conditions), it may be more practical to use Method A then Method B and C. Otherwise, 
Methods B and C are much easier to use as well as to model. 
The analysis was done for each excavation until it is computationally unfeasible to carry 
on as the depth of excavation increases. It is observed that the 2D methods B and C fail at an 
earlier stage as compared to 3D while Method A failure comparison is not meaningful since the 
soil is modeled as an elastic material. The summary of analysis results are as shown in the 
below table 
Table 5.4 Summary of Comparisons of Computational Capability of Idealisation 
Criteria Method A Method B Method C 3D Model 
Elements 297 267 275 2293 
Nodes 1998 860 868 9891 Model 
Deg. Of Freedom 5772 1606 1622 27960 
Computational Requirement  
(Mbytes) 23.998 1.83 1.869 365.529 














5.3.2 Deformation Behaviour of Facing due to Effect of Idealisation 
The deflections of the facing are shown in Figure 5.4 for each excavation step. It is 
seen that in 3-dimensional simulation, due to the localized reinforcing effect at the nail, the 
deflection of the facing in the unreinforced regions in between nails tend to be larger than that 
of the facing at the nail. This results in an outer deflection (Sect B-B: spans between nails) and 
an inner deflection (Sect A-A: spans at nails). However, the differences in the magnitude of 
deflection is not significant when unloading increases as compared to the magnitude of overall 
facing deflection. 
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Deformations of facing from the Method A idealisation is observed to be lesser at all 
levels of excavation at the nail level as compared to Methods B and C as unloading takes place. 
The difficulty of obtaining reasonable facing behaviour locally is due to the inability of the 
model to simulate slip, and hence pullout of the nail. This again affirms the well known fact 
that pullout is a critical behaviour in reinforced soil systems and that it is important to model 
such behaviour in FE to make good representations (Yashima, 1997). 
As excavation progresses, the deformation for Method B and C appears to be 
comparable with 3D deflections at initial stages (up to 1m excavation). However at deeper 
excavations, Method C appears to show larger deformations at 1.3m with Method B still 
maintaining good comparison with the 3D case. At the last step approaching computational 
failure, both Method B and Method C produce larger predictions for deformation as compared 
to the 3D case for the single row soil nail case. Output was not available at the excavation 
depth 1.8m for Method B and C due to computational limitation, hence no comparisons were 
made at the last stage.  
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Figure 5.4. Comparisons of deflection of facing for different 2D models with 3D behaviour (a) excavation depth 1m. (b) excavation 
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5.3.3 Force Mobilisation in Nails due to Effect of Idealisation 
Force and moment mobilized in the nail in Method A were not obtainable since the nail is not 
modeled as an independent element but as a composite with the soil. Force comparisons between 
Method B and C (Figure 5.5) show that forces mobilized are also comparable except at stage of 1.3m 
excavation depth where Method B nail yields higher forces as compared to Method C, hence 
accounting for the lower deflection observed at that stage in Method B. It is observed that as the 
excavation proceeds, there is a higher rate of increase of the 3D nail force as compared to the 2D 
idealized cases. It seems to indicate a greater mobilization of nail force in 3D as compared to the 2D 
cases and hence 2D idealisation tends to under predict actual nail forces. The differences in 
mobilization are studied in the following section. 
Bending moment comparisons (Figure 5.6) show that the bending moments experienced in 
the nails are small, hence confirming that the primary action of the nails is in tension. Since they are 
often small, and considered less important as compared to force mobilization, good representation of 
this facet of behaviour is less critical. Method B and Method C show larger mobilized bending 
moments in the nail but similar trends of moment mobilized in the nail as the 3D case. 
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Nail Length (m) 
Figure 5.5. Forces Mobilised in Nail (a) excavation depth 1m. (b) excavation depth 1.3m. and (c) 
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Figure 5.6. Bending Moments Mobilised in Nail (a) excavation depth 1m. (b) excavation depth 















































































5.3.4 Stress Mobilisation in Soil due to Effect of Idealisation 
As discussed previously and from comparisons with Method A, interface behaviour is 
important to the prediction of forces mobilized in the nail. This is because nails are essentially 
passive inclusions and dependent on soil movements and subsequent transfer of stresses at the 
nail-soil interface to develop reaction in the reinforcement. Since the interface is simulated as a 
frictional material, representation of pressures and relative slip are critical to develop contact 
shear stresses at the interface.  
For 2D idealisation at the nail-soil interface, it is observed that for a discontinuous soil 
body (Method B), discontinuity between the top soil layer and the bottom soil results in the 
behaviour where the top layer soil sits on the plate as excavation is carried out (Figure 5.7). 
This discontinuity in contact shear behaviour results in a lesser slip between the nodes at the 
top interface of the idealized plate and soil, resulting in lower mobilization of top interface 
shear stresses as compared to the mobilization in 3D (Figure 5.8). The mobilization at the 
bottom interface for both Method B and 3D are maximized even at small strains. The 
imbalance of contact shear stresses results in a larger mobilization of moments in the nail as 
compared to 3D where the contact shear mobilized is almost similar at the top and bottom 
interfaces.  
It is observed that in Method C, connectivity of top and bottom soil layers by a 
continuous soil body results in a shear mobilization at the interface that is more symmetrical as 
they are mutually constrained. This however does not necessarily result in a better simulation 
of the system behaviour. The contact pressures developed at certain portions of the nail were 
not consistent with the 3D representation due to stress interactions between the top and 
bottom layers. As excavation proceeds, soil stress changes around the nail results in decrease in 
contact pressures, resulting in lesser mobilization of nail forces and hence a larger deformation 






Figure 5.7. Shear stresses developed in a cut out section at the midspan of (a) 3D discrete nail 
deformed mesh, (b) 2D cross section extruded idealised plate in Method B and (c) 2D cross 
section extruded idealised plate in Method C 
 
In both methods of idealisation, it is observed that the mobilisation of shear force and 
consequently nail force is lesser as compared to 3D. To account for this difference, the 
parameter I1 is introduced (see Chapter 4) as a ratio of the mobilisation factors, M2D/M3D of 
shear at the interface in both 2D and 3D respectively where M is the ratio of contact shear 
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force to the pullout capacity. This was repeated at two different soils of differing stiffness and 
the results are as shown by the figure below for both methods B and C. 
Figure 5.8. Comparisons of Contact shear stress and Contact pressure mobilisation along top 
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Figure 5.10. (a) Mobilised pressures and (b) shear mobilisation in 3D exceeding calculated 
overburden pressures and expected contact shear resulting in higher than expected pullout 
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It is shown that over a range of stiffness, both 2D models consistently under mobilises 
its pullout capacity and mobilises about 30-60% of its pullout capacity while the 3D model 
mobilises around 100% of its pullout capacity over the range of values for relative stiffness, 
En/Es. Greater than 100% shear mobilization was observed for the 3D case as illustrated by 
Figure 5.10. This is possible since the pullout was based on an average overburden pressure, 
however in the single row soil nail problem due to bending at the rigid connection at the facing 
caused increased pressures at the connection resulting higher than expected shear to be 
mobilized. Also observed in 3D, due to the interaction of soil around the nail during pullout of 
the nail relative to the soil, a zone of stress concentration develops and results in a higher 
mobilization of forces absent in the 2D models. Hence this results in lower mobilization of 
forces in 2D and a fuller mobilization of pullout capacity. In Method B, it is observed that 
mobilized shear capacity M2D for pullout is only about 50% (Chapter 4) and Method C around 
30-40%, while M3D is at least 100% of the numerical pullout capacity.  
Figure 5.11. Values of Interaction factor I1 over a range of relative nail-soil stiffness 
 
The interaction factor I1 was around the range of 2.0-3.9 for Method B while for 
Method C was higher at the ranges of 2.7-4.0. Higher interaction values seem to be more 
applicable in stiffer soils for Method C. However it is useful to note that the use of lower 





























5.3.5 Modes of Failure 
It is also important to consider the performance of various idealisation methods in 
predicting failure. This is especially relevant in predicting behaviour of soil nail system under 
low factor of safety where conditions approach the ultimate limit state. 
Due to the discontinuity in the soil layers, the failure achieved in the Method B model 
was more that of a sliding of a soil mass on top of the nail, along the bottom of the interface 
and a soil wedge near the facing. This is similar to sliding failures observed for continuous 
geotextile reinforcements in some cases. Hence, a continuous reinforcement is likely to 
introduce some other modes of failure as would be expected in the actual 3D case (Figure 
5.12). It is observed that Method C model show continuous strain development through the 
idealised plate. As a result, the potential failure line is more continuous and resembles closer to 
the 3D case as compared to Method B.  
The comparison of yielded points of soil elements show that in the 3D case, most of 
the plastified soil occurs around the nail region. However, for Method B, it shows that the 
yielded points occur mainly below the nail, hence the soil strength above the nail is not 
mobilised. The portion of the soil above the nail that yields at the point of failure occurs 
further towards the end of the nail. Method C allows the resistance in the top portion of soil to 
be mobilised. Yielded portions in Method C and 3D, unlike Method B, occur around the same 
region and are not discontinuous through the nail. However, it is unable to ascertain in the 
single nail example if Method C does improve behaviour near failure since both methods fail at 
stages earlier than the 3D model. 
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of Plastic Equivalent Strains at Integration Points for Methods B and 
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5.4 Preliminary Conclusions  
5.4.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of 2D Idealisation 
From the comparison of computational requirements as well as difficulty of modelling, 
the advantages of 2D idealisation in terms of computational capacity are obvious. Although 
with the rapid improvement in hardware and software, it is expected that 3D analysis will be 
done with greater ease in the future. However, the present popular use of FEM plane strain 
analysis in the study of nailed structures requires that understanding of the limitations of 2D 
idealisation is necessary. It is clear that idealisation of a discrete nail will almost never provide a 
perfect representation of 3D behaviour. However it is hoped that by understanding the nature 
of behaviour in the idealized nail structure, simulation of more important effects may be 
achieved and hence provide a more reasonable comparison. 
However, failure predictions in FEM are poor since more often failure is determined 
by computational failure due to the type of soil model used and small strain calculations rather 
than actual failure analysis as in limit equilibrium methods. This is indicated by the early 
computational failure of the 2D Method B and C models as compared to the analysis of the 
3D model.  
5.4.2 Comparisons of Different Methods of 2D Idealisation 
Method A has disadvantages in simulation of slip and is more applicable for cases 
where the nails are arranged in a dense mesh where slip is expected to be less and soil and nail 
acts more as a composite. This is consistent with findings from literature review of Gerrard’s 
recommendation for the use of an orthorhombic material (Chapter 2). 
2D idealisation Methods B and C predict larger deformations and lower nail forces 
than Method A. From observations of stress mobilisations at and around the nail, this may be 
attributed to the behaviour locally around the nail. As excavation progresses to deeper stages, 
the margin in which behaviour differs between the idealisation cases increases. 
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From comparisons of soil stresses and failure modes developed, where soil instability is 
the likely mode of failure, Method C is expected to provide a better representation than 
Method B where soil strain continuity is achieved through the inclusion. The inability of 
Method B to simulate this results in other modes of failure being introduced when considering 
the plate as a continuous structure. 
5.4.3 Aspects of behaviour accounting for difference in behaviour due to 2D Idealisation 
From the comparison of methods of idealisation in the single row soil nail system, it is 
observed that there are many aspects of behaviour that may result in differences due to 
idealisation. These may be classified under two categories: local effects and global effects. 
Local effects encompass interaction between the nail and the soil in the immediate 
region of the nail during excavation where the nail forces are mobilised during pullout. These 
include: 
 Nail-Soil Nail Interaction. In 2D idealisation, it assumes that adjacent horizontal 
nails are in perfect interaction. However, as nail spacing decreases, the nail 
interaction with adjacent nail increases and the behaviour may be closer to a plate. 
Conversely, if the nail spacing increases, 2D plate idealisation may be less accurate. 
 Zone of Concentration of Stresses around Nail. As the nail is pulled out, interaction 
of soil in the plane shows that arching in the soil occurs to produce a stress 
concentration. 
Global effects deal with the behaviour of soil nail system as a whole. These include: 
 Importance of Effect of Shielding. The introduction of a plate may introduce other 
modes of failure. In addition, discontinuity in multiple layers of soil nail may also 
affect behaviour of the soil nail system. This is further investigated in the subsequent 
chapter using a multiple row soil nail system. 
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These factors should also be investigated in order to study the behaviour of full soil 
nail system. The following chapters seek to investigate the significance of these effects and 




C h a p t e r  6  
2-D IDEALISATION OF DISCRETE NAIL: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT 
METHODS WITH A MULTIPLE ROW SOIL NAIL SYSTEM  
6.1 2D Idealisation of a full scale Soil Nail System 
The comparison of methods B and C were extended to a multiple row soil nail system. 
The single nail system may be useful to show local behaviour around the nail but it is unable to 
show interaction between nails and soil globally and throughout the vertical plane as well as the 
effects of multiple installation of “wished-in-place” nails as excavation proceeds. Hence the 
need for study into multiple row nail case. Nails in the field are almost always installed as 
excavation is carried out, hence studies involving installed nails are more relevant. The effect of 
shielding through discontinuity and the process of installation in multiple row nail case is also 
expected to accentuate the differences in behaviour of the idealised model with that of the 
actual 3D model. 
The scheme of comparison is carried out for both preburied and installed soil nail 
system where FE simulated nails are wished-in-place as excavation is carried out in front of the 
facing. In this scheme, the ability of Method C to improve continuity of stresses through the 
idealised plate, as well as failure simulation would be studied in greater detail. 
Subsequently, a 2D FE analysis based on recommendations made earlier and in this 
chapter, was performed of an experiment conducted under controlled conditions of a model 
soil nail wall. Comparisons of 2D FE model behaviour and test results were done to verify 
recommendations to show viability of proposed methods from previous chapters. 
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6.2 Numerical Model of a Multiple Row Soil Nail System 
 
6.2.1 Multiple Soil Nail System: Test Setup 
The multiple row nail system was modelled after experiments done on a model scale 
multiple nail system (Raju, 1996). The system involved a series of tests in which a soil nail 
system (Figure 6.1 and 6.2) was constructed in a 5m long, 3m wide and 2.7m long trench with 
5 rows and 3 columns of steel nails at 1m spacing and an aluminium facing. The system was 
tested with both preburied nails and jacked in nails. However, for the purpose of comparing 
2D and 3D FE model behaviour, actual experimental conditions such as disturbance of soil 
due to driving in of nails were not fully simulated. Certain conditions were imposed to improve 
simulation to further stages to provide a better means of comparison. For example, stiffer 
facing was used to provide more resistance against failure. In the experimental test, the soil was 
excavated to a depth of 2.4m in front of the facing and subsequently loaded with a surcharge 
until failure. 
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Figure 6.2. Schematic sketch of test set up (Raju, 1996) 
 
The nails were steel, square nails hollowed to facilitate instrumentation and were 
spaced at 1m apart from one another and 0.5m from the boundary of test set up. Preburied 
facing was used throughout the tests instead of installed facing as excavation is carried out. The 
soil used was poorly graded medium fine sand laid by dropping from a fixed height. Sounding 
was then carried out to ensure uniformity in density of sand throughout the pit. The soil nails 
and facing were coated with glued sand to simulate a rough surface as in a concrete grouted 
nail or a shotcrete surface. Triaxial tests and pullout tests were performed to obtain properties 
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of sand and interfacial properties. The author made used the geometry from these tests as a 
guideline to the input in the numerical model for 2D/3D FE comparison (Figure 6.2). 
6.2.2 Multiple Soil Nail System: 3D model and 2D idealisations using Method B and C 
The facing, nails and soil are modelled by 20-node continuum elements and slip 
elements as nail-soil interface as well as facing-soil interface on the retained side (Figure 6.3). 
However, the interface in front of the facing on the retaining side is modelled with a layer of 
soft soil material instead of interface elements to aid computational ease. The soil is modelled 
as a Gibson Soil of Mohr-Coulomb material with linearly increasing soil elasticity with depth 
while the steel nails and aluminium facing are modelled as elastic materials. The nail and facing 
are pin connected and the sides and bottom restrained in the perpendicular direction by roller 
supports. Only the portion of the midspan of the nail to mid spacing between nails were 
simulated, due to the cyclical symmetric nature of the model, to reduce the computational 
requirement.  
The 2D idealised models were constructed using Method B and C using 8-node plane 
strain continuum elements to model facing, nail, soft soil at front of facing and other soil 
elements.  Slip elements were also used to model interfaces between nail and soil as well as 
facing and soil on the retained side. The properties of nail and interface were smeared 
according to the criteria as described in the previous chapter. The side and base are roller 
supported and restrained in the perpendicular direction and the problem analysed as a plane 
strain problem. The material input parameters used in 3D and 2D models are as shown in 
Table 6.1 and are derived from respective tests from the model test experiment. Smearing 
scheme for Method B and C used factors from previous chapters for Af, Io and I1. The 
schemes for idealisation for Method B and C are as shown in Figure 6.4 and similarly described 
in previous chapters. 
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Figure 6.3. Schematic of 3D mesh for multiple row soil nail model 
 
Figure 6.4. Schematic of 2D mesh for multiple row soil nail model using Method B and Method 
C Idealisation 
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Table 6.1 Parameters used in FEM model in 2D and 3D for nail at 1m spacing 
Parameters Soil Idealised Plate (2D) Nail (3-d) Facing 
Young’s Modulus, E (kPa) 5475-19554.4 8.335 x104 1.667 x 106 4.48 x 106 
Cohesion, c’ (kPa) 0.2    
Friction Angle, φ’ (°) 40    
Dilation Angle, ψ (°) 40    
Parameters   µR µ µ 
Nail 1 0.181 1.81 
Nail 2 0.083 0.83 
Nail 3 0.069 0.69 
Nail 4 0.059 0.59 
Coefficient of 
Friction, µR and µ 
(Io=0.5, I1=2.0, 
Af=0.1) at nail-soil 




Max Slip Tolerance, γcrit  2.7 x 10-4 2.7 x 10-3  
 
Table 6.2 Summary of Stages of Analysis 
Stage Preburied Nails Stage Installed Nails 
GL Gravity Loading with nails and facing preburied GL 
Gravity Loading with facing in place and 
nail and nail-soil interface elements absent
1 Excavation of Layer 1 to Nail 1 height 
1 Excavation of Layer 1 of 0.5m depth 1a Installation of Nail 1 and excavation of Layer 1 to full depth of 0.5m 
2 Excavation of Layer 2 to Nail 2 height 
2 Excavation of Layer 2 of 1.0m depth 2a Installation of Nail 2 and excavation of Layer 2 to full depth of 1.0m 
3 Excavation of Layer 3 to Nail 3 height 
3 Excavation of Layer 3 of 1.5m depth 3a Installation of Nail 3 and excavation of Layer 3 to full depth of 1.5m 
4 Excavation of Layer 4 to Nail 4 height 
4 Excavation of Layer 4 of 2.0m depth 4a Installation of Nail 4 and excavation of Layer 4 to full depth of 2.0m 
5 Excavation of Layer 5 to Nail 5 height 
5 Excavation of Layer 5 of 2.4m depth 5a Installation of Nail 5 and excavation of Layer 5 to full depth of 2.4m 
 
The 2D idealized models were compared to the 3D model to observe differences and 
conclusions were made to the advantages and disadvantages of the various types of 
idealisation. Two sets of comparisons were made. The first set was with preburied nails where 
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nails are assumed to be in place and subsequent stages of excavation carried out, while the 
second introduced the nails by wishing the nail elements in place as excavation is carried out to 
the respective nail height.  The installation of the nail was done in the same step as the removal 
of the soil for the 3D and the Method B analysis, while there was no removal of the soil 
occupying the plate space for Method C due to continuous soil body assumptions. 
6.3 Comparisons of Different 2D Idealisations of Preburied Nails System 
6.3.1 Comparison of Computational Requirements and Modeling Efficiency 
The computational input as well as the disk space requirement was compared between 
the FE models of both the preburied scheme as well as the installation scheme as shown in 
Table 6.3. The formulations of the 2D idealisations of a multiple nail model were quite similar 
to one another while being about ten times more cost efficient in analysis as compared to the 
3D model. This translates to a faster required time for analysis for the 2D cases as well as a 
lesser requirement on hardware capabilities.  
The analysis was done for each excavation until it is computationally unfeasible to carry 
on. Observations from the single row soil nail problem show that 2D idealised plate analysis 
cannot fully represent the 3D case, especially for Method B. From the installation case, it was 
observed that Method B fails computationally at an earlier stage as compared with Method C, 
which stops computation at a comparatively similar stage to the 3D case.  
Table 6.3 Comparison of Computational Capability of Idealised Meshes with 3D Mesh 
Preburied Nails Installed Nails Criteria 
Method B Method C 3D Model Method B Method C 3D Model
Elements 805 845 4807 850 850 4907 
Nodes 2502 2542 19971 2552 2552 20116 Model 
D.o.F 4538 4618 54600 4628 4628 54975 
Comp. Req.  
(Mbytes) 7.286 7.628 767.346 7.569 7.569 783.989 






















6.3.2 Deformation Behaviour of Facing due to Effect of Idealisation 
The comparison of deflections of the facing and axial nail forces is shown in Table 6.4 
and Figure 6.5 for each excavation step for preburied and installed schemes respectively. Both 
schemes show that at earlier stages of excavation (Stages 1 & 2) both idealisation methods 
provide comparable predictions to the 3D method. However, at later stages (Stages 3, 4 & 5) 
Method B show much larger predictions as compared to Method C. Comparisons at stage 5 
are compared just before failure at increments 0.4 for preburied scheme and 0.5 for installation 
scheme. 
Predictions at initial stages tend to under predict deformations while later stages show 
conservative over predictions of maximum deformations. Since serviceability requirements are 
mostly concerned with later stages where deformations are larger and hence more critical, 
conservative predictions are allowable as a basis to substantiate design. Although the 
percentage error ∆δ/δ may seem large but the magnitude of deformation is usually small as 
compared to the height of excavation as evidenced from the error in deformation over 
excavation height, ∆δ/H ratio (<0.15% preburied, and 0.3% installed for Method C). 
Comparisons of error in deformations due to idealisation are shown in the table below.  
Table 6.4 Comparison of Error in Deformations from 3D due to Idealisation at Stages 3, 
4 and 5 
Preburied Nails Installed Nails  
Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 
Method 




C -0.013% -0.095% -0.104% -0.038% -0.266% -0.281% 
Method 
B 49.4% 300.7% 212.9% 10.4% 413.9% - ∆δ/δ 
(%) Method 
C 8.9% 24.9% 14.8% 17.6% 58.4% 48.6% 
*Note: Method B at Installation Scheme failed at Stage 4.  
Highlighted values show percentage error greater than 100% of deformation. 
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Figure 6.5. Comparisons of deformation over excavation height ratio for preburied and installed 
schemes at various excavation stages 
 
Method C seem to indicate with more consistent comparisons as well as lesser 
deviation from 3D deformations that it is better in predicting 3D behaviour as compared to 
Method C. It also seems to imply that soil continuity through the inclusion is important to 
simulating soil nail behaviour. 
6.3.3 Force Mobilisation in Nails due to Effect of Idealisation 
The distribution of forces in both 2D and 3D are shown in Table 6.5 and Figure 6.5 
and 6.6. They seem to agree well with classical predictions by Terzaghi and Peck as well as 
others where the middle inclusions show greatest axial forces in resistance to the pressures 
exerted on the facing. The 2D nail forces however tend to under predict 3D nail forces, 
especially in the middle and lower nail sets. This would deem plane strain design as unsuitable 
as a guideline for nail design since this would provide an unconservative estimate of nail force 
predictions. However it does provide a good indication of magnitudes of force mobilized. A 
comparison of the mean square error maximum axial force of idealized models from 3D 
































scheme but higher error in installed scheme. This does not imply that it is less accurate than the 
installed scheme as it is observed that Method B is not was not computed at the final stages of 
excavation where greater error in forces are observed to occur. However comparing behaviour 
in preburied and installed for Method C, it is observed that installation by wish-in-place 
method do produce a greater magnitude of error in force and deflection predictions for the soil 
nail problem. 
Table 6.5 Comparison of Mean Squared Error in Maximum Tensile Nail Forces from 3D 
due to Idealisation 
 
 Preburied Nails Installed Nails 
Method B 36.5% 21.1% (over a sample of 6 comparisons) Mean Square 
Error (%) 
Method C 22.8% 39.3% 
*Note: Except of installed nails, idealisation model Method B, the rest of errors were calculated 
based on 15 samples since they failed at later stages of excavation. 
 
In addition, it is observed that peak forces in nails are not a good indication of 
potential failure lines in the case of the multiple row nail case. This has traditionally been used 
as a guideline for prediction of failure lines by many soil nail researchers where shear resistance 
is assumed to be separated by the potential failure lines into two separate zones, one active and 
one passive. However it is clear that in the 3D multiple row nail case, soil shear resistance along 
the nail is usually developed throughout the nail and not separated clearly into passive and 
active zones (Figure 6.8). This is partly due to soil stress deformations resulting in arching of 
the soil to maximise pullout resistance as the system is loaded. Hence it is postulated that 
traditional design based on failure lines to predict available pullout may underestimate the 
length along which pullout is mobilised and hence pullout capacity. This results in a safer but 
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(d) Preburied Scheme Excavation Layer 4 
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Figure 6.6. Preburied soil nail system behaviour at various stages of excavations with 
comparisons in deflections of facing, axial nail force distribution and maxima 
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(a) Installed Scheme Excavation Layer 2 
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Figure 6.7. Installed soil nail system behaviour at various stages of excavations with 
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(e) Installed Scheme Excavation Layer 5 
 
System failed before Nail 5 
was installed 
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Figure 6.8. Schematic showing typical shear stress in soil during excavation for a 3D model and 
resultant nail forces as well as locus of maximum tensile nail force 
 
Figure 6.9. Soil Strain just prior to calculation failure for installation scheme compared against 
locus of points of zero moment of moments mobilised in nails for Method C idealisation and 
3D model. (Note: Method B not shown because of early failure at previous stage) 
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On the other hand, nail moments seem to be a better indication of potential failure slip 
lines due to a greater sensitivity of nail moments to changes in pressures on the nail resulting 
from soil movement.  As the failure wedge is developing during excavation, the potential 
failure line moves further behind the nail as the failure wedge is increased. Moments behaviour 
from numerical simulation in 3D show that the point of zero moment moves further and 
further behind the facing along the nail as excavation proceeds, as opposed to the maximum 
nail force behaviour which remains consistently near the facing. The point of zero moment of 
moments is indicative of pressures developed on the top and bottom of the nail where the 
point of zero moment is seen to be the point in which pressures across the failure line.  
This method had been used by Gassler (1983) to predict the boundaries of the failure 
wedge due to breakage of the nails but has not been popular since most moments are 
presumed to be small and non-contributory to behaviour. Though in this case the nails do not 
fail in flexural mode and moments are small, but the trends do indicate a better prediction to 
failure slip line than traditional methods of using locus of maximum tensile force. Furthermore 
the locus of zero moment points show that it matches the point of higher strain developed in 
soil due to formation of a failure wedge near failure. Hence, it is proposed that the locus of 
point of zero moment developed in nail as an alternative to locus maximum tensile force for 
prediction of failure line. 
In the comparison with the idealisation methods, continuous soil strain is important 
for this simulation of pressures on the nails. In Method B, it is observed that although greater 
moments are developed in the nail, the point of zero moment do not shift further behind the 
facing as would be expected as excavation proceeds. However, in Method C, the point of zero 
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moment is more consistent with the 3D behaviour and shifts along the nail as excavation 
proceeds (Figure 6.9). The full force and moment output is available in Appendix C. 
6.3.4 Stress Mobilisation in Soil due to Effect of Idealisation 
Comparisons of soil stresses as well as movements were made and the observations 
were similar to the ones made in the single row soil nail case. Since in the case of the excavated 
model shear stresses in soil constituted the major component that indicates global failure of 
the system, they are used in the comparison for stress mobilization in the soil. They are shown 
with superposed deflection profiles of the soil in Figure 6.10 to indicate sliding masses at near 
failure stages. 
For Method C, it was seen that movement and stresses were continuous through the 
idealized plate. While in Method B, it was seen that movements were discontinuous through 
nails and that soil developed high stress between the nail and the facing due to inability to 





















Figure 6.10. Comparison of Shear stresses and movements for  (a) 3D model and 2D 





























9mm deflection (all diagrams to scale as shown by arrow)
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6.4 Verification of 2D FE Recommendations with Soil Nail Experiment Results  
From the Method B and C comparisons in this study, it may be concluded that 
Method C is superior to Method B, especially near failure conditions. Hence, it is 
recommended that a continuous soil model idealisation method (Method C) be used in the FE 
analysis of a soil nail problem. This recommendation, together with charts for derivation of 
interaction factors, Io and I1, are verified against an actual scale model instrumented soil nail 
behaviour (Raju, 1996).  A 2D FE analysis was performed based on these using Method C and 
the proposed smearing scheme and the FE behaviour compared against experimental 
extractions of behaviour for a pre-buried scheme.  The interface parameters used were derived 
from results of pullout tests done and applied by Equation (3) (Chapter 3) to obtain coefficient 
of friction, µR (Table 6.6). The value of Io was chosen to be 0.5 from the chart for derivation of 
interaction factor for reduction of pullout capacity in 3D (Chapter 3). From the FE 
comparison for multiple row nail model, it was observed that generally bottom nails tend to 
underestimate the mobilization of forces.  Hence higher values for I1 of 4.0 were used for the 
bottom two nails and 2.5 for the top nails. These values were derived from the chart proposed 
earlier (Chapter 5). The mesh are similar to the one used in 2D/3D FE comparison (Figure 
6.4).  
Table 6.6 Parameters used in FEM model in comparison with experiment 
Parameters Soil Plate (2D) Facing 
Young’s Modulus, E /kPa 5475-19554.4 8.335 x104 3.854 x 103 
Cohesion, c’ /kPa 0.2    
Friction Angle, φ’ /° 40    
Dilation Angle, ψ /° 40    















6.5 Comparison of FE Behaviour and Experimental Behaviour 
The FE model was able to model up to the fifth step of excavation whereupon it failed 
computationally. The actual model test failed at a further surcharge load of 17.5kPa. Although 
FE simulation near failure conditions remain unfavourable, it is known from previous 
comparisons that having a continuous soil model improves computational ability of the FE 
model as compared with discontinuous soil body. The comparisons of facing deflection and 
nail force mobilisation are as shown in Figure 6.11. Moment profiles are not compared 
because moments were not extracted in the experiment.  
FE trends in facing deflection are slightly different with the experiment soil nail 
behaviour, with actual experiment facing displaying a smoother deformation and showing 
greater deflections at the top and smaller deflections below. The deflection for the FE model 
was more uniform throughout with sharp changes at nail connections. This is due to joints 
simulated in FE between the nail and the facing. In actual experiment, the joints are 
constructed such that the transfer of forces occur over an area instead of a point. The soil 
model used in this study is a simple Gibson soil with Mohr-Coulomb Failure criterion. To 
simulate soil nail deflection behaviour more accurately, more complicated soil models may be 
used like the Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil model to represent the variation of soil elasticity 
with soil pressures. This was not done since matching of magnitudes of deflection rather than 
exact trends of facing behaviour is the main emphasis of this simulation. 
Overall the magnitudes and trends of maximum force mobilized in each nail at each 
stage of excavation are comparable and deflections at each stage were relatively similar, 
indicating that the method incorporating interaction factors Io and I1 with a continuous soil 
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Figure 6.11. Comparison of Model Test Behaviour and FE Simulation using proposed methd 
of smearing incorporating interaction factors and continuous soil model 
 
 
6.6 Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.6.1 Conclusions and Recommendations from 2D/3D Comparison 
It is clear in the multiple row case that Method C is superior to Method B in modelling 
behaviour in 3D. This is especially so at later stages of simulation near failure where soil stress 
continuity through the soil nails are especially important. Soil continuity help transfer strains as 
well as stresses and hence model better stresses (shear and pressure) at the soil-nail interface. 
This condition also helps prevent premature failure by sliding and thus cause conditions at 
failure to be closer to that of the actual 3D case. 
In cases where the soil nail slope is designed with a high factor of safety, Method B 
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soil continuity is maintained and hence idealisation Method C is recommended. However, the 
main issues in the utilisation of Method C are that it requires special manual manipulation of 
the mesh in order to allow for overlapping of elements on a single position. In some simpler 
FE software, where meshing is simple or computer defined, this would not be possible. 
Hence, it is expected that most FE users would use Method B to model soil nail behaviour.  
Deflection predictions are generally conservative, especially at later stages of 
excavations where deflection predictions are most critical. Hence, provided that the parameter 
input is accurate, predictions in 2D should be acceptable for a soil nail problem. Force 
predictions however are under predicted and not conservative in comparison with 3D forces. 
They may however indicate the trend in distribution of forces in the system and give the user a 
feel of how the inclusions are maximised. 
Another method is proposed to determine the failure slip line instead of the traditional 
method of checking for locus of maximum tensile force in nails. It is recommended if moment 
data are available that the locus point of zero moments be used to determine the potential slip 
line. This is however only true for cases in which soil continuity is true for the model and is 
thus not applicable for Method B FE idealisation of a soil nail problem but expected to be 
applicable for actual experimental data or field applications. 
6.6.2 Conclusions and Recommendations from Verification 2D FE Analysis with Experimental Test 
Results 
It is shown by comparison with experimental behaviour that the recommended 
method of idealisation with interaction factors accounting for differences in mobilisation 
correlate very well with a scale experimental behaviour of a soil nail wall. Although the FE 
model was not able to fully model the loading steps all the way to failure, it was able to 
represent behaviour of the soil nail set up closely till computational failure. This is very 
important to the user as it increases the level of confidence in the FE analysis even at a very 
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late stage. This also allows more economic design without being overly conservative. However, 
more work should be done to correlate more cases with the method proposed to improve 
reliability of this method. 
It is noted that the principles of interaction factor may also be applied to discontinuous 
soil (Method B) since interaction factors based on Method B have also been derived in the 
charts provided earlier. However limitations to Method B still applies, and Method C is the 
preferred method. 
Besides soil continuity through the nails, other aspects of soil nail modelling in 2D are 
also important, such as soil-nail-soil interaction across horizontal spacing of nails. Subsequent 








C h a p t e r  7  
NUMERICAL PULLOUT SIMULATION TO VERIFY NAIL-SOIL-NAIL 
INTERACTION 
7.1 Effect of Nail Spacing to Nail-Soil-Nail Interaction 
The pioneer methods of soil nailing require the nails to be closely spaced with the idea 
of creating a composite action of reinforcement between the stronger reinforcement and the 
weaker soil (Hurpinoise method). It is postulated that as the nail spacing increases, the 
composite action is possibly lessened and at a great distance apart, the nail acts as a single 
solitary inclusion. In the discrete 3D nail, pullout capacity is correspondingly reduced with 
increased spacing due to lessened interaction between nails. However, the 2D idealised plate 
continue to exist in perfect interaction with adjacent “nails” since it is in essence a continuous 
planar member and hence is expected to produce a less conservative performance estimate at 
large spacing as compared to a 3D discrete nail analysis. Conversely, it is also postulated that as 
nail spacing decreases, the behaviour is postulated to approach that of a plate. Intuitively one 
may suspect that if this is postulation is true, there should be a limit to the magnitude of nail 
spacing to maximise interaction between nails. However, this is not accounted for in current 
design of nail spacing. It should also follow that 2D finite element idealisations of soil nail 
problems are more applicable to cases where nail spacing is small enough to assume good 
interaction between nails. 
Using results from the single row soil nail model as described in Chapter 5 to 
demonstrate the effect of spacing with behaviour of soil nail system, nail forces, nail moments 
and deflection of facing are plot over a range of nail spacing to inspect the trends in behaviour. 
The horizontal spacing was varied from 0.25m to 2.5m to compare effects of plate idealisation 
with variation in spacing. The resultant forces and moments have been compared at the 
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midspan of the nail (0.8m from the facing) to ignore the effect of rigidity at the facing as 
shown in Figure 7.1(a) and (b). Deflection of facing at the nail height has also been compared 
as shown in Figure 7.1(c). 
The plate without smearing the interface properties always over predicts force 
mobilized in nail and for nail spacing above 1.5m spacing. This is because the force mobilized 
in the nail is actually limited by the pullout capacity available at the nail-soil interface, which at 
the span of comparison the full mobilization under pullout is approximately 0.3kN. It is 
observed in both factored area 2D plate and 3D nail, the pullout capacity is approached as 
spacing increases. In the 3D case, the peak force is reached and then maintained at near 
pullout capacity (0.265kN) after nail spacing of 1m while in the idealized 2D case, it is reached 
at much larger spacing. This is because in 3D, soil deformations around the nail result in a 
zone stress concentration at the nail-soil interface which results in a higher mobilization of 
shear than in the 2D case. It may be seen that for both the forces and moments, the factored 
area plate tends to better predict the trends of the 3-dimensional nail. 
It is also observed that as spacing decreases, the behaviour of the 3D nail approaches 
the behaviour of a plate. The factored plate continues to produce a good prediction of 
deflection behaviour of the 3D facing up to about 1m, after which only the inner deflection at 
the nail connection to the facing corresponds better. 
The single nail model illustrate that the smeared interface of a factored area plate will 
reflect trends in force, moment mobilized that an unfactored plate cannot. This simple 
illustration demonstrates the importance of factoring the interfacial properties of the slip 
interface. Mobilised deflection between a factored area plate also describes the actual 
mobilization in a 3D nail well while a plate generally gives an unconservative estimate. 
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However many users of FE models fail to smear the interfacial shear strength parameters by 
the surface area between the nail and soil.  
Even with smearing, it is also not always possible to guarantee complete correlation 
due to other factors such as soil discontinuity affecting shear transfer in discontinuous soil (as 
covered earlier in Chapters 5 and 6) and also the imperfect nature of interaction between 
discrete nails. The latter concern is addressed in the following two chapters by proposing a 
guideline as to the limits of nail spacing using FE analysis as a basis, and performing a 
parametric analysis to verify the guidelines. 
Figure 7.1. Comparison for variation of nail spacing (a) Force at mid-span of nail, (b) Moments 
at mid span of nail, (c) Deflection at nail height 
 
7.2 Reinforcing Effect Multiple Nail-Soil Interaction: Effect of Mutual 
Reinforcement 
In design of soil nail spacing, it has commonly been assumed that the nail carries all 
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Sh/2 from left and right). As described earlier, intuitively this would be untrue since there is a 
limit to which one nail may interact with an adjacent nail. The limit to the extent of the effect 
of nails to act in mutual reinforcement to one another is defined by an influence radius, Ri. 
Hence, at higher spacing where Sh is greater than Ri, the discrete nail has a lesser reinforcing 
effect on the soil with its influence area as well as its adjacent nails. Overall, the nail acts 
singularly as compared to at closer spacing where the entire system acts as a composite (Figure 
7.2). 
(a) Differences between commonly assumed influence area  
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be taken by a single nail 
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of a single nail, hence reinforced soil 
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Postulated influence zones of a single 
nail do not overlap with adjacent nails,  
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(b) Postulated nail action with variation of spacing 
 
Figure 7.2. Schematic showing common assumptions on loading area of nail and postulated 
influence area of 3d- nail 
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When the nail spacing is larger than the influence area, the nail essentially acts as a 
single nail with no interaction with the adjacent nails. The force mobilized approaches the 
pullout capacity. As the spacing is decreased and influence area overlap adjacent nails, the nails 
and the soil in between act as composite. As the spacing decrease and influence area overlaps 
more, the nail-soil composite begins to act more like a plate. The maximum force available (i.e. 
pullout capacity) in nail is not fully mobilized and force in nails decrease as spacing decreases. 
As spacing further decreases, increased resistance due to higher ratio of reinforcement 
resistance results in decreased deflection which in turn mobilizes lesser slip at the nail-soil 
interface, resulting in the overall effect of lesser nail force mobilized.  
These effects though well known in experiments done by Nishigata et. al (1999), is 
often unaccounted for since the interaction between nails are true influence zones of soil nails 
are often neglected or assumed to be within limits. 
7.3 Results From Numerical Model of a Single Nail Pullout Test 
To investigate and establish the extent of influence radius, a numerical model of a nail 
pullout of 100mm at the nailhead to mobilize full pullout is performed on the nail in 3D where 
the boundary conditions are considered to be far (6m to nearest nail) enough not to have any 
effects to the nail. The mesh is as shown in Figure 7.3. The geometry and input parameters 
used for soil and nail are the same as that of single row soil nail model described earlier. 
As the nail was pulled, stresses developed in the soil adjacent to the nail and remains 
constant after the nail reaches full pullout state. The soil stress around the nail at maximum 
pullout was extracted and it was observed beyond a distance of 0.95m from the nail, shear 
stress developed is negligible. By comparison with the single row soil nail model, pullout 
capacity is also almost fully mobilised at spacing greater than 1m, indicating pullout results 
supports the hypothesis that the nail has an influence area to a limited extent when the nail 
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reaches pullout state. At further distances away, the soil is unaffected by the stress from 
pullout at the nail. 
 
 
Figure 7.3. Mesh for Pullout Parametric Analysis to find Influence Zone of Nail 
 
The stresses extracted for analyses were the soil deviatoric stresses as well as shear 
stresses in the horizontal plane as shown in Figure 7.4. From the plot of change in deviatoric 
stress due to pullout and shear stress at final pullout (initial shear stress prior to pullout = 
0kPa), it may be seen that although deviatoric stress projects every component of stress in soil 
(σx, σy, σz and τxy, τyz, τzx) the trends in deviatoric stress change is more complicated than shear 
stress. Since there are two points of inflexion causing the curve to approach zero stress change, 
it is harder to use deviatoric stress to establish the guideline for  Ri. Shear stress profile is 
deemed better since it is a major component of stress changes and does not have any point of 
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inflexion and approaches zero stress change at one point only. It is also useful to express the 
criteria for Ri as a percentage of maximum frictional stress at the interface. Henceforth, the 
criteria for Ri is determined using shear stress. 
In order to extrapolate the results for the single nail influence radius to the case of a 
row of nails at close spacing, the pullout simulation was repeated for spacing of 0.25m, 1m and 
the stresses developed in the soil for each case was compared with calculated superimposed 
single nail pullout results at simlar spacing apart. The shear stress in the close spacing model is 
such that at the plane of symmetry between nails the shear stresses developed from adjacent 
nails cancel out to be zero. The shear stress mobilized at pullout of both 0.25m and 1m are 
almost similar to the superposed shear stress of single nails (Figure 7.4). This supports the 
postulation of the overlapping effect of adjacent nails and hence the results may be used in a 
row of nails at closer spacing.  
The influence area is considered to be a circle (assuming vertical influence radius is 
similar to horizontal influence radius) around the centre of a single nail where its pullout is able 
to effect shear changes greater than 2.5% of maximum shear developed in the soil and hence 
small enough to be regarded as negligible.  
According to this criteria and from the pullout conducted on a single nail at large 
spacing show that the Ri is about 0.9m (Figure 7.4). This agrees with results from the single 
nail experiment (Figure 7.1a) which indicates that at lesser than 1m nail spacing, the nail forces 
are small and have not reached pullout capacity. However, after 1m, the pullout capacity is 
almost reached and further increase in nail spacing does not mobilise greater nail forces, 
implying that at spacing less than Ri, the nail still acts in mutual reinforcement, after which it 
begins to act as a single nail. From the guidelines established, design should hence be such that 
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nail spacing, Sh< influence radius, Ri in order to ensure maximum interaction between nails to 
form a composite action.  
  
Figure 7.4. Soil (a) Deviatoric Stress Changes and (b) Shear Stresses in between adjacent nails at 
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7.4 Results From Numerical Model of a Single Nail Pullout Test 
By performing a parametric analysis, it was discovered that the most influential 
parameters on Ri are relative stiffness of nail to soil, (En/Es) and the geometric proportions of 
the nail, (x, nail width, and L, nail length) in the pullout test. The cross-sectional dimensions 
and length of the nail are varied, as well as the relative stiffness of nail to soil to produce the 
Figure 7.5 and 7.6 with non-dimensional parameters En/Es and Ri/L, where En and Es are the 
stiffness of nail and soil respectively. 
From a preliminary study, it was observed that the influence radius Ri of the nail 
decreases as the relative stiffness of nail decreases (Figure 7.5). Hence, it may be said that the 
influence zone is dependent on whether the nail is flexible or stiff. It has commonly been 
classified that the nail is long or short with implications to its stiffness, where long nails are 
considered to be flexible and short nail considered stiff. In actual fact, the nail axial stiffness 
may be considered to be a function of its Young’s modulus and its area and length (EnA/L).  
Figure 7.5. Soil Shear Development with Increase in Relative Stiffness of Nail over Soil 
 
From the parametric analysis, it may be seen that as the x/L ratio decreases, the nail 
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L (Figure 7.6). When the nail is less slender, it reaches a peak influence radius at lower relative 
stiffness, while slender nails demonstrate an advantage in increase of relative stiffness to 
increase influence radius even at very high relative stiffness. Less slender nails always have a 
higher influence radius at a common stiffness. This seems to imply an additional advantage in 
improving material properties only for slenderer nails. Most cases of nails currently being used 
would however fall in the stiffer category as shown from comparison with field cases as shown 
in the following section.  
7.5 Recommended Spacing Design Based on Influence Zone and Comparisons 
with Current Recommendations and Practice for Spacing 
From spacing studies conducted using the single row of soil nails model, the following 
observations to the effect of spacing in 2D idealisation as well as soil nail-soil interaction were 
made: 
 Under large nail spacing where nail act like a single nail with no interaction with 
adjacent nails, 2D idealisation is not a good representation of 3D behaviour and, 
 To maximize shear mobilization and performance of the system, nail spacing should 
be such that the influence zones just overlap. 
From these observations, and using the design chart proposed to derive influence 
zones, specifications may be made to: 
 Determine the limitations of using 2D idealisation. If the spacing Sh > Ri, the nails 
fail to act as a composite with the adjacent nail and hence 2D analysis may not be as 
reliable as a full 3D analysis of deflection behaviour. 
 Determine the influence zone of a single nail and the spacing designed such that the 
influence zones overlap to maximize mobilization of forces in nail to restrain the 
deflection of facing so as to optimize usage of nail. 
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Figure 7.6. Design Chart from Parametric analysis of Pullout of Single Nail to find Influence 
Radius Ratio, Ri/L by varying slenderness ratio, x/L of nail with case histories 
 
The French Soil Nailing Recommendations CLOUTERRE (1990) gives 
recommendations for spacing of nails based on two methods. The first is based on closely 
spaced nails of a driven nature (which are shorter due to limitations of buckling during 
installation) and the second is that of widely spaced grouted nails (which are usually much 
longer). The methods are based on the load carrying capacity of the nails with respect to the 
overall stability of the structure. The recommendations state that larger spacing are allowed for 
longer nails. This is seen to be consistent with the FE observations where influence radius of a 
nail Ri is proportional to length of nail.  
From a survey of 37 published case histories of soil nailing, it was found that the soil 
nailing applications within the study have relative stiffness En/Es in the range of 200-2000 and 
slenderness ratio, x/L between 0.011-0.075. A comparison of nail spacing used from these 
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nailing applications fell within the influence radius as derived from the proposed chart. This 
indicates that most cases of current soil nail practice are within the recommendations of the 
spacing guideline proposed and are suited to be analysed using plane strain modelling. The 




C h a p t e r  8  
PARAMETRIC STUDY OF DIFFERENT INFLUENCE FACTORS ON SOIL NAIL 
BEHAVIOUR 
8.1 Introduction to Objectives of Parametric Analysis  
A series of parametric analysis is conducted for the purpose of verifying the results 
from the guideline chart proposed in Chapter 7 as well as comparing the differences in 
behaviour using force and deflection output to show differences in 2D/3D behaviour over a 
range of material input parameters.  
Parametric studies have been done to study the geometric layout and properties of the 
nail and facing (Ehrlich et al., 1996) but none have been done to include the spacing of the 
nails. From previous study done by the author, it is observed that the spacing effect between 
nails is critical in nail-soil-nail interaction. Parametric analysis by FEM have often been done in 
2D idealised FE models because 3D parametric analysis is computationally very costly. 
However to study soil nail behaviour with regards to spacing, it is important to do in 3D to 
avoid inaccuracies at extreme ranges of parameters where 2D idealisation is suspect. 
Parametric studies conducted in 3D are repeated for 2D to correlate differences in behaviour 
prediction.  
Although an FE analysis may be conducted with little tolerance for computational 
error, more often than not it is hard to obtain accurate parameters that resemble actual 
conditions. The accuracy achieved by using complicated software is often invalidated by 
incorrect parameters used. With the uncertainty in input parameters, it is useful to have the 
range of error that may be allowed for a sufficiently accurate representation of actual 
behaviour. Hence it is useful to conduct analyses over a range of values for certain input 
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parameters that are difficult to accurately ascertain in the field (namely stiffness of soil) to 
obtain an idea of the margin of influence if they are less accurately used.  
The author makes use of the single row soil nail system previously descrbed in Chapter 
5, which is relatively less computationally taxing than a multiple row problem, to perform a 
parametric analysis of several input parameters in 3D and 2D to illustrate differences due to 
idealisation across a range of input parameters. Making use of these observations, 
recommendations for soil nail design parameters for FEM are suggested. 
8.2 Scheme of Parametric Analysis 
Many parameters influence the performance of the soil nail system. Certain parameters 
that were postulated to have greater bearing on the deflection behaviour of the facing were 
investigated, namely stiffness of soil and nail, and horizontal nail spacing. The former is to 
investigate the effect of inaccuracies of prediction of stiffness and the latter is to verify 
proposed guideline charts.  
The slip behaviour at the interface of the soil and nail is often critical to the behaviour. 
Stiffer nails (commonly classified as short nails) are considered more liable to slip and hence 
stresses are mobilized quickly to achieve pullout. Extensible nails (or long nails) mobilize slip 
over a larger distance. The slip interaction is influenced by the stiffness of the nail in relation to 
the soil stiffness, hence the ratio of axial stiffness of the nail to the soil is used as a basis for 
investigation. A non-dimensional relative axial stiffness parameter N was constructed where:  
sand and steel of modulus sYoung' Es En, and                                                                      
  spacing nail horizontal  vertical, S ,S   where
SSEstiffness, soil axial 
AE nail,  theofity extensibil axial







The range of values for N are chosen considering the different materials available in 
soil nailing improvement technology, geometries of nails and types of soil that soil nails could 
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be utilised. These vary from geotextiles, glass fibre rods, aluminium, steel rods, grouted bars, 
pipes and hollow inclusions. Although geotextiles and other flexible material may not be 
considered as soil nails and their use in insitu reinforcement is currently hindered by practical  
aspects of installation, they should not be dismissed as newer methods of installation are being 
invented (Ingold, Myles, 1996). However in general, current soil nail practice utilizes mainly 
steel bars in moderately stiffer soil.  The variations of parameters are as shown in Table 8.1. 
Table 8.1 Parametric Variation in FEM model in 2D and 3D for nail  
Variation Test Series Description Range 
Young’s Modulus of 
Soil, Es(kPa) 
3 variations of soil stiffness to observe 
behaviour of nail-soil interaction over very 
soft soil to very stiff soil with increasing 
relative stiffness of nail from N=0.01-100 
Es=500, 5910, 
10000kPa 
   
Spacing, Sh (m) 
4 variations of horizontal nail spacing to 
observe behaviour of nail-soil interaction over 
different spacing with increasing relative 
stiffness of nail from N=0.01-100 
Sh = 0.25, 0.5, 
1.0, 2.0m spacing
 
8.3 Discussion of Results From Parametric Analysis 
The results of the parametric analysis are as shown in Figure 8.1-3. The deflection of 
the facing at nail height as well as the nail force mobilised at midspan are taken for comparison 
with variation of input parameters. Since moments generated are small in magnitude and also 
considered as a secondary reinforcing action to the system at service conditions, they are not 
considered for parametric comparisons. It is observed that 2D idealisation do not provide an 
accurate representation of forces mobilised over all ranges of variation. This is especially 
obvious at larger nail spacing.  
8.3.1 Comparison of Behaviour with Variation of Relative Stiffness Parameter, N 
Deflection. At smaller relative stiffness, N where the reinforcement is considered to 
be extensible as compared to the soil, the deflections are generally larger. This is consistent 
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with previous knowledge that for extensible reinforcement, a larger slip displacement is 
required to mobilize full shear capacity at the nail-soil interface to mobilize maximum force in 
the nail. In general, deflection decreases as relative stiffness increases. However the decrease in 
deflection due to increase in stiffness is small when N is larger than 1.0, suggesting the benefit 
of using even stiffer material is only marginal up to a certain value of N. This is generally 
consistent for both 2D and 3D. 
Forces. As relative stiffness parameter N increases, it is observed that force mobilized 
in the nail reaches a peak before decreasing with increasing stiffness. This is apparent for 
almost all 2D cases. However, with increasing stiffness, this behaviour is less observable in the 
3D cases where spacing is larger. The nail force mobilized does not reach a peak but reaches a 
plateau and does not decrease after that. Either one of these two trends of force mobilization 
behaviour was observed with increase in N for all models.  
The first behaviour described by an increase in force with stiffness is similar to the 
effect of reinforcement as classified by Nishigata et al. (1996) where as stiffness in the 
reinforcing element is increased, increased relative slip at the nail mobilizes greater nail force. 
However after a certain value of N (approximately the range of N=0.1-1.0), the force starts to 
decrease due to the fact that restrained deflection starts to reduce slip at the nail-soil interface, 
classified by Nishigata et al. as the effect of restrainment. This resulting peak behaviour was 
more apparent where the model used was that of a 2D idealized plate or 3D nails at very close 
spacing. 
The second behaviour was such that the nail force mobilized as N is increased is that 
the system is only reinforced but does not undergo restrainment and remains at near pullout 
capacity instead. This was true of 3D models at larger spacing or of models that generally 




Figure 8.1. Parametric Analysis with Variation of Spacing (a) Deflection Ratio at Nail Height of 
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8.3.2 Comparison of Behaviour with Variation of Nail Spacing, Sh 
This comparison was done mainly to verify the results of the proposed spacing design 
chart. Trends in behaviour of deflection and force mobilised were observed and compared for 
2D and 3D and verified with the recommendations from the design chart. 
Deflection. The deflections in 2D are compared with those in 3D by taking the 
differences for a common simulation to check the accuracy of 2D predictions. By plotting the 
differences of 2D deflection and assuming the 3D deflection to be the true case, we may 
derive “errors of 2D predictions” due to idealisation.  The results are shown in Figure 8.2.  
 
Figure 8.2. Comparison of differences in differences in deformations at nail height for 2D and 
3D at different relative stiffness for different spacing to influence radius ratio 
 
From Figure 8.2, the predictions for 3D deflection by 2D idealisations for softer 
reinforcements (lower N) produce bigger differences. Actual soil nails are considered to be 
stiff existing in the region of N=6-127 from case histories (Appendix D) and hence such 
ranges of N where such large differences occur are less probable. It is noticed that the error in 
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compared against deformation requirements to check if this amount of difference is 
acceptable. 
It is observed that for nails with S/Ri>1, differences in deformations at nail height are 
greater. This supports the recommendations in the preceding chapter that nail spacing should 
be within the influence radius such that S/Ri<1.0 or that spacing, S should be smaller than the 
influence radius, Ri in order for 2D predictions to be acceptably reasonable to 3D behaviour.  
Forces. It was observed that at close nail spacing (Figure 8.1b), the 3D nail mobilised 
slightly larger forces than 2D. However, the overall trend of 3D nail behaviour resembles that 
in 2D supporting the postulation in the previous chapter where the author illustrates that at 
small spacing due to the overlapping influence of adjacent nails, the 3D nail-soil system acts as 
a composite. The 2D idealised plate assumes perfect interaction between “adjacent nails”, 
hence providing a good representation of 3D nail behaviour.  
At larger spacing for a nail sufficiently far apart, pullout capacity is mobilized in 3D 
and the effect of restrainment is not observed as in 2D. This is because when the nails are 
closely spaced, there is a greater number of nails acting in reinforcement to the load exerted on 
the facing. Hence, the contribution to facing restrainment is large. The effect of restrainment is 
thus exhibited at small spacing where the forces mobilized by the nail restrain the movement 
of the facing which in turn reduces the slip at the nail-soil interface, resulting in lesser force 
being mobilized in the nail. At larger spacing in 3D simulation, the density of nails is much 
lesser, hence the force exerted on the facing is not sufficient for restrainment to set in. This 
results in a under prediction of forces in 2D idealisation for nail spacing that is larger. Hence 
the trends are different at larger spacing. 
This observation is also supported by the influence radius derived from proposed 
chart for a similar soil nail system in the preceeding chapter. As observed for an influence 
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radius Ri of 0.95 for the nail of the single row soil nail system earlier decribed, when the 
spacing over influence radius ratio, S/ Ri is smaller than 1 (at spacing 0.25m and 0.5m) the 
force mobilization behaviour of the idealized model is close to that of the 3D model. 
However, at larger spacing (S=2m) the differences in trends of nail force mobilized are much 
greater and hence less accurate.  
8.3.3 Comparison of Behaviour with Variation by Soil Stiffness, Es 
This comparison was done primarily as a sensitivity test to see how the inaccurate use 
of input parameter Es may affect the outcome of results. The parametric analysis was repeated 
for spacing at 1m for variation of soil elasticity, Es from 500 to 10000kPa.  
Deflections. The sensitivity of deflection ∆δ/δ (%) may be plotted as a function of 
error in estimation of elasticity of soil ∆Es/Es (%) (Figure 8.3).  
Figure 8.3. Margin of Error for Various Elasticity of Soil (Es/kPa) for Percentage of Error in 
Deflection of Facing at Nail Height  
 
This chart may be used to check against the allowable error in estimation of soil 
stiffness as an input for the FE analysis. For example, if the allowable error in deflection, 
∆δ/δ is only 10%, then for soil of Es=5910 kPa, there can be an error of 27-38% (under-



























overestimate) while for soil of Es=10000 kPa, the allowable error is only 11-17%. This 
provides a greater confidence for FE users when applying engineering judgement for input for 
analysis. 
As may be expected, the deflection at lower stiffness are higher while at stiffer soils 
(Es=5900-10000kPa), the displacement magnitudes are very small. This is because strains 
developed are a function of load and stiffness of material. For stiffer soils, the sensitivity of 
deflection to error in Es is smaller.  
Forces. At large displacements for soft soils (Es=500kPa), the 2D nail force mobilised 
is similar to that of the 3D case and the effect of restrainment in both cases is not observed. At 
large displacements, slip between the nail and the soil is large resulting in maximising of full 
pullout capacity at the nail-soil interface. In the case where the entire nail-soil interface has 
slipped past its limiting value (γcrit=0.0049m), it also represents that the pullout capacity has 
been maximised and hence the nail is unable to act in mutual restrainment as in the case of soft 
soils. It may be concluded that effects of restrainment are only critical to consideration at small 
displacements. In most soft soil cases, soil nails are expected to deflect beyond the nail-soil 
interface shear elastic limit slip tolerance, hence 2D idealisation models may be considered to 
give a good indication of soil nail force mobilizations. 
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Figure 8.4. Parametric Analysis with Variation of Soil Elasticity, Es 
(a) Deflection Ratio at Nail Height of Facing, (b) Force at midspan of nail, at different relative 
stiffness parameter, N 
 
 
8.4 Conclusions of Parametric Analysis 
The results from the single row soil nail system parametric analysis serve as verification 
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on the parametric analysis of spacing between nails, the results agree with the 
recommendations from the numerical pullout scheme for determining influence radius. It 
shows that the for spacing greater than the influence radius (S>Ri), the idealized model is used 
with greater error in deflection and force mobilization due to idealisation.  
As the stiffness of the nail increases, the differences in deflection due to idealisation 
decreases. This implies that idealisation produces better correlation for stiffer nails (N>1.0). 
From a study of 37 published case histories of soil nail applications, it was observed that most 
soil nail applications occur in the region of N=6-127. Hence, it is clear that most nails are 
designed to be in the region of stiff reinforcement. In this region, there is little advantage to be 
gained through use of a stiffer material in terms of improvement to deformation performance. 
Hence to improve soil nail performance, the parameter of nail spacing becomes more 
important in strengthening serviceability performance.  
Stiffer soils are also shown to be less sensitive to errors in prediction of deflections. A 
chart is derived to show for a single row soil nail problem the sensitivity of deflection to input 
parameter of soil elasticity. For an allowable error of 10% in magnitude of deflection, an error 
of 10-30% may be tolerated for estimation of Young’s modulus of soil.  
The effect of restrainment as described by Nishigata et. al for high ratio of 
reinforcement to soil is more critical for problems with smaller nail spacing and hence a denser 
mesh of reinforcement where high interaction between nails are expected. For the 2D 
idealisation, interaction is assumed to be perfect and thus displays this effect for almost all 
spacing. In actual 3D conditions at larger spacing, this effect ceases to occur due to lack of 
interaction between nails. Hence, 2D idealisation does not reflect actual behaviour in these 
cases. At small stiffness, the 2D behaviour does not reflect the restrainment effect as the 
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resultant deflection is too large to restrain forces at the nails. Hence 2D display a more 
appropriate representation of 3D behaviour for both forces and deflection. 
Table 8.2 Summary of Conclusions From Parametric Analysis 
 
The conclusions of the parametric analysis may be summarised by the Table 8.2 where 
the spacing to influence radius ratio, S/Ri is plotted against the ratio of average facing pressure 
over excavated height to Young’s modulus of sand, σfacing/Es. σfacing is taken as the calculated 
average horizontal facing pressure over the 1m excavation depth for the single soil nail model 
to be equal to 2.6715kPa. This ratio gives an indication of facing strains where higher values 
imply larger deflections and smaller values vice versa. S/Ri gives an indication of nail-soil-nail 
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Table 8.2 serves more as a summary rather than a guide and any reference to actual 
values as shown on the scale should be referred back to the plotted charts given from the 
single row nail system parametric analysis. From the chart, a gauge of a range of values is 
provided as a recommendation for FE plane strain analysis. For high strain models and S/Ri 
values < 1.0, as well as moderate strain at low S/Ri<<1.0, 2D plane strain analysis produce 
reasonable representations of deformations and nail forces. For moderate and low strain cases 
at S/Ri<1.0, deformations are comparable but forces are not comparable. For moderate strain 
and high S/Ri>1, it is not recommended to use 2D plane strain analysis to model the soil nail 








C h a p t e r  9  
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1 Summary of Work According to Objective and Scope 
The research conducted for this thesis arose from the computational difficulty to 
analyse what is essentially a 3D problem of a discretely placed soil nail. FE users have often 
used 2D plane strain models to idealise the soil nail problem. However, lack of understanding 
of the criteria of idealisation, as well as discrepancies involved as a result of idealisation caused 
uncertainty in the interpretation of results from such analysis. This results in a lack of 
confidence in the FE analysis done as well as hinderance of an important tool in engineering 
from being developed into a more useful tool in earth reinforcement design. 
The objective of the research was to achieve a better understanding of 2D plane strain 
analysis of a soil nail problem as well as set engineering limits to the problem. This was 
achieved by first summarising and subsequently comparing different methods of idealisation 
currently used and then applying them in a single row soil nail problem and a multiple row soil 
nail problem. Next interaction between horizontal nails smeared into a plate was also 
investigated to show the effect of nail-soil-nail interaction. A guideline was then provided as to 
the limit of such interaction and how it may be applied to actual practice. The 
recommendations of the design guideline were later verified by parametric analysis of a single 
row soil nail problem. 
By understanding of the limitations of different methods of idealisation, and also 
application of the guidelines, it is hoped that FE users will be able to better interpret and use 
the results of 2D FEM for design and analysis of a soil nail problem. 
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9.2 General Conclusions  
This section summarises the main conclusions of the different segments of idealisation 
effects covered in this thesis with emphasis on how it may be applied to FEM analysis of soil 
nails.  
9.2.1 Interaction Factors to Idealisation 
There have been many well-known methods of idealisation which smear the discretely 
placed nail across the nail spacing to form a plate. It was observed that the traditional method 
using an area factor does not account for the differences in pressure horizontally and also that 
it assumes full mobilisation of pullout capacity. However, this is not necessarily true.  
Two interaction factors, Io and I1 as well as mobilisation factor for 2D and 3D, M2D, 
M3D are introduced to cover the respective effects. It was discovered that with the introduction 
of Io the 3D pullout capacity was reduced and with the introduction of I1 and the M factors, 
that where 3D soil nail excavation mobilises almost full pullout capacity under loading, a 2D 
simulation only mobilises 30-60% of its full pullout capacity. This interaction factors help to 
further minimise the errors in 2D comparison with 3D and provides a useful way of describing 
differences in 2D and 3D behaviour. 
In the comparison used for the 2D and 3D FE comparison both interaction factors 
are used. However with relation to simulating field behaviour or prediction of field behaviour, 
the appropriate application of the interaction factors should be used and is proposed.  
9.2.2 Comparison of Various Methods 
From study of current FE applications of soil nailing, the author have broadly 
classified the cases into 3 categories:  
+ Method A: Using a Composite Material to combine the soil and reinforcement into 
one material 
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+ Method B: Plane Strain Assumption by simulating discrete reinforcements with a 
continuous plate 
+ Method C: Simulation of Nail as an external body connected to a continuous soil 
using connector elements 
The literature review shows that Method B is most popular but with Method C 
emerging in recent times. However not much is understood about the use of this method in 
comparison with Method B. 
A criterion was proposed to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of each method 
of idealisation. The methods should be computationally efficient in terms of its computational 
requirement, and should also provide good deformation, force and stress predictions. This 
criterion was proposed from the viewpoint of FEM as a design tool to determine serviceability 
limits as well as ultimate limits. To satisfy the former, it is important that deformation 
predictions in 2D should be conservative but not too different from 3D predictions. To satisfy 
the latter, the stress state of the soil determining the stability and also the mode of failure are 
important to represent what is happening in 3D. 
Single Row Nail System 
The different methods were applied to a single row soil nail scheme. Method A 
showed relatively lesser computational efficiency as compared to Method B and C, and also is 
a less accurate simulation of local behaviour at the nail due to a lack of slip behaviour. Method 
B and C provide a similar deflection and force mobilisation behaviour to 3D. However, soil 
stresses and displacements show that Method C resembles 3D behaviour more as it allows 
continuity through the nail while Method B does not. 
Multiple Row Nail System 
Subsequently, Methods B and C are applied to a multiple row nail excavation for both 
preburied and installation schemes. It is shown that installation effects increases the difference 
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in behaviour for 2D and 3D. At early stages where the system is far from failure, it is shown 
that Method B and C are comparable as in the single row nail case. However at stages nearing 
failure, due to discontinuity, Method B introduces other modes of failure like sliding along the 
plate and results in early failure or unrealistic deformations. Method C however produces 
failure at stages near or similar to the 3D condition with deformations slightly conservative to 
that of 3D. 
From the view of achieving serviceability and ultimate limits requirement, Method C 
emerges as a better comparison with 3D behaviour, also implying that soil continuity is an 
important feature to simulate in the smearing of a discretely placed inclusion. This is not just 
applicable to soil nailing but to other forms of discreetly placed reinforcement too. e.g. strip 
reinforcement in reinforced earth. 
9.2.3 Nail-Soil-Nail Interaction 
Adjacent nails in the horizontal plane are smeared to form a continuous plate. 
Although the smearing factor accounts for the reduced contact surface at the interface, a 
continuous plate still assumes the interaction between adjacent nails is perfect. However this is 
not true for nail spacing that is large. Nails spaced at large distances act as single nails and do 
not act in mutual reinforcement. As a result, an influence radius concept is introduced where 
the influence radius Ri denotes the boundaries of the influence region of a single nail. A soil 
nail system should be designed such that the adjacent nail influence zones overlap one another 
so as to maximise mutual interaction. Also, it is shown that where zones overlap, 2D analysis 
also produce better force and deformation agreement with 3D analysis. 
Determination of Influence Radius by Pullout Design Chart  
The influence radius is determined from a 3D numerical pullout simulation where the 
shear developed in the horizontal axis perpendicular to the nail projection is observed to 
decrease towards zero a distance away from the nail. The distance at which shear is considered 
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not to be significant (2.5% of nail pullout shear capacity) is considered the limit of the nail 
influence. This criterion was then put to the shear output of numerical pullout simulation of 
different dimensioned nails over a range of relative elasticity to produce a design chart with 
dimensionless parameters to represent influence radius. Comparison with known cases of soil 
nail design show that most cases meet the recommended criteria suggesting that perhaps 
current design based on loading of the nail across its spacing is more stringent than the design 
requirements.  
Parametric Analysis to verify Pullout Design and to summarise guidelines 
A parametric analysis is then carried out on a simple soil nail scheme of a single row of 
nails in which nail spacing and soil elasticity were varied. This is done in part to verify the 
recommendations from the pullout design chart. The parametric analysis show good 
agreement with the results from the chart. At larger nail spacing, it was observed that the error 
in deformation is larger and non-conservative as compared to smaller nail spacing. Also for 
stiffer soils with small facing deformations, 2D is displays restrainment effects where nail 
forces decrease with increase in axial resistance, hence pullout resistance is not fully mobilised. 
This effect is only noticeable in 3D at very close spacing (S<0.5m). For softer soils both 2D 
and 3D do not show restrainment and pullout capacity is fully mobilised.  
From the results of the parametric analysis, it would seem to imply that at smaller 
spacing to influence radius ratios (S/Ri) the FE should take not of discrepancies in force 
predictions due to greater potential in plates to exhibit restrainment behaviour while at large 
spacing (S/Ri>1.0), 2D plane strain analysis is not recommended at all. 
9.3 Recommendations For Future Work 
It is important to realise that the research done in this thesis is based on the need to 
understand the differences in idealised 2D plane strain behaviour form actual 3D behaviour. 
2D plane strain analysis is only necessary due to the high computational cost associated with 
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3D computations. It is projected that the utility of 2D idealisation will only last where 2D 
computation is deemed necessary. With the advent of better machines and development of 
software with more efficient ways to cut computational costs, it is foreseeable that plane strain 
idealisation will not be needed in future. With this in mind, the recommendations for future 
work suggested are more for the more immediate applications of FE plane strain analysis and 
FE work in 3D. 
9.3.1 Implementation of Method C 
From the comparisons made between various methods, it is observed that besides slip 
behaviour, soil continuity is important to represent in cases of discretely placed reinforcement. 
Method C is believed not only to be applicable to soil nailing cases but also other similar forms 
of reinforcement like strip reinforcement in the case of Reinforced Earth techniques. This is 
not done in this thesis since it is out of the scope of soil nailing, however the principles are the 
same. It is suggested that a simple comparison with Reinforced Earth behaviour be made to 
realise the validity of this hypothesis.  
More important is the implementation of Method C into current popular commercial 
FE software. To gain acceptance in the industry, it is important that knowledge on how to 
model soil as a continuous body be made known. However not all software facilitates the 
manipulation of mesh layout so as to accommodate continuous soil body. Some techniques 
have used spring connectors to reproduce continuity in soil through the idealised plates while 
others have used nails as external members connected by spring elements. However the input 
properties associated with this spring connectors are critical to verify with actual behaviour so 
as to provide wider use of this method. Currently only users who are able to produce their 
own codes or use more difficult and general codes have attempted to introduce Method C. It 
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is also suggested that 2D FE software programmers should also consider incorporating this 
feature into their programmes. 
9.3.2 Further Development and Verification of FE Design Charts with Actual Field Application 
The design recommendations have been based on FE results and comparisons. A real 
need to compare the behaviour of actual field behaviour and correlate them to design for 
verification is important to further concretising their validity. Already field comparisons to 
design charts have been done in this thesis but more factors that may influence soil nail 
behaviour and interaction should also be included like facing stiffness, nail inclination and 
length of nail among others. 
The determination of interaction factors, Io and I1, had been done on the basis of a 
single row nail at different relative stiffness. However the difference in mobilisation may also 
be more complicated than that and other factors may also be needed to fully define their 
values. Although it is important to realise that the use of these interaction factors is suggested 
to improve representation to 3D, there is no range of error minimisation associated with their 
use. A simple study may be applied to derive quantitatively the advantages of using these 
factors and hence determine the accuracy by which they should be defined and applied. 
9.3.3 Soil models incorporating dilative behaviour  
Another aspect of soil nail behaviour not covered in this thesis is the effect of 
restrained dilatancy observed in actual soil nails. This effect is associated with the restrainment 
of volumetric increase as the nail is sheared against the soil. This restrainment produces an 
increase in shear and hence results in an increase in pullout capacity. However this is only 
possible for a material model with a more complex plastic behaviour than that of the elastic-
plastic frictional model used in the FE model in this thesis for the nail-soil interface. Currently 
most parameters for pullout capacity is derived from actual pullout tests done and back 
calculated for input into the programme. Development of this model would be important for 
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future work in FE whereby actual predictions for pullout can be done even prior to the 
conduct of a field test. 
As shown by Hayashi et al. (1996) (Appendix B), restrained dilative behaviour is a 3D 
effect where dilating soil interacts with surrounding non-dilating soils. In 2D where free 
dilatancy occur, this behaviour is not observed at all. Hence, the development of the dilative 
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APPENDIX A. CASE HISTORIES OF 2D IDEALISATION OF FE 
PROBLEMS RELATED WITH GROUND 
IMPROVEMENT AND SOIL NAILING 
 





(Reinforced Soil Systems) For most practical cases, plane strain 
idealisations are not significantly different from T 3D situation. 
Uses a composite material incorporating interface slip. 
Assumptions: stress concentrations small and considered 
unimportant. Nail failure not simulated. Edge effects and 3D 




(Small Scale Tests, Slab on Elastic foundation theory and 2D 
FEM) Errors involved in using of plane strain model: wall 
flexibility, ground stiffness and horizontal support spacingg. For 








(Composite Formulation)  Combing reinforcement and soil into 
one material. Good agreement in soil stress distributions but 







(Strip Reinforcement) Modelling of axial stiffness using area 
ratios, reduce surface area interaction by reducing tan φ value 
according to surface area 
B 
Naylor 1978 
(Shear Slip in Reinforcement) considers shear zone, correctly 
reproduces axial stiffness of strips, transfer of bond stresses 
between soil and reinf, transfer of shear through soil in vertical 
plane between strips. 
C 
Anderson 
and Bastick 1983 
(Reinforced Earth Wall) 2D FE study using ROSALIE program, 
see also Juran (1983) B 






(Direct Shear Test using equivalent plate) Showed that the 
moment generated by an equivalent plate correlates with a much 
lower reinforcement in actual experiment. 
B 
Fernandes 1986 
(Diaphragm wall with pre-stressed steel struts) more significant 




Author Year Summary of Findings Method
Cardoso 1986 
(Soil Nail walls) Use joint elements instead of shear springs to 
simulate nail soil interaction. Nonlinearity of soil and soil bar 
interaction important. Emphasises on importance of stress 
paths. Dependent on way stress levels vary, relative importance 
of principal stress increments, rotation of principal directions. 
B 
Cardoso 1987 
(Soil Nailed Excavation) Lateral displacements are practically 
same at mid-section. Deformation correlation good when length 
of excavation about 5 x excavated depth. 
Modelling in 3 steps:1) simulate reinforcement at various levels, 
2) linear elastic plane strain without reinforcement, whose effect 
is accounted by reinforcement zone as transversely isotropic 
material whose parameters are adjusted in order to obtain final 
deformation values similar to that of part 1,  
3) 3D analysis to study corner effects using mechanical 
characteristics from step 2. Composite material used using 










(Bar reinforced Embankment) Used equivalent sheet. shear 
transfer probable because of horizontal and vertical bar spacing 
are 1m compared to bar diameter of 25mm. Shielding effect of 
2D representation of reinf.orcement. Correction factors for 
force and settlements by comparison of 2D and 3D. Neglects 
bending moment in analysis. Establishes comparison with 3D 
and concludes that discontinuous comparisons relate quite well 




(Stability analysis w FEM) interface mentioned with reduction of 
strength using area factor method. However emphasis is still on 




(Stability analysis w FEM) interface mentioned with reduction of 
strength using area factor method. however emphasis is still on 
failure of slope and not at the nails. Not simulating pullout 
B 
Cardoso and 
Carreto  1989 
(Soil Nailed Excavation using phased exc for 3D case) makes 
use of soil arching and hence predicts less lateral movts in 3D 
than in 2D, 3D simple linear model is used to predict 
deformation while in 2D a more complex bar interface and soil 
model is used. However 3D results can be meaningful too for 
cases in which you have complex geometry 
A,C 
M. Kakurai, 
J. Hori 1990 
(Stability analysis w FEM) No interface mentioned, hence 




Author Year Summary of Findings Method
Chaoui 1992 
(Pullout Tests) Showed a difference in pullout behaviour for 
simulation in 2D and 3D. Pullout in 2D yields higher 
mobilisation of tensile forces in nails at smaller displacements. 




(Soil Nail problem) Use bar elements with shear interaction 
using spring with nodes. Allow soil flow. Stress paths important. 
May reveal failure mechanism, no bending by nails. In this case 
yielding is by tensile failure of nails. But normally may not fail by 
yielding at nails. Yielding at interface simulates pullout at passive 




(Soil Nailed Wall) More realistic to neglect equation of bending 
rigidities, Lead to better equivalence between two modelizations. 
Simplify formulae from Chaoui. Also used model that placed 
nail conceptually outside the soil while letting the soil be 







Parametric study to investigate the key aspects of soil nailing 
modeling, show stiffer nails and inclinations closer to horizontal 






Overestimation of surface area may cause gross error in 
modeling of nail-soil interaction. Use 3D finite element 
modeling. 2D finite element attaches nail as outside element 
connected to soil plane. 2D analysis gives higher forces than 3D 






(Modeling of Discrete Reinforcement with bar elements acting 
in tension and having smeared interface as well) Using stiffness 
over influence area as system rigidity, found that increase in this 




(FE modeling of a soil nail excavation) Bar elements used, soil 
nail interface simulated by joint elements B 
S. Sakajo, 




(Strip Reinforcement) No measurements made of the forces in 
the reinforcement. No mention of smearing of interface 








(FEM to find arching effects at nails) Equivalency used for both 









F. Schlosser  
1997 
(CLOUTERRE Soil Wall) 2D analysis ok for small deformation 
and acceptable, use of complicated constitutive models does not 
seem to improve quality of displacements. Accuracy gained lost 
with uncertainty of parameters. Attempts to make a model on 
2D and 3D equivalence. Comments on Al-Hussaini (1978) 
theory of plate equivalence which assumes adherance between 
soil and inclusion and allows relative displacment of soil to nails 
to evaluate lateral friction. Discontinuity introduced. No unique 
way to calculate equivalent 2D parameters. Comments on 
Naylor (1978) where nails are placed conceptually outside and 
soil-nail interaction modelled using load transfer function.  2D 
parameters derived from equality of tensile force in real nails and 
model nails. Unterreiner (1994) shows that they may be 
considered to be equivalent. Continuity attempted to be 
simulated by introducing linear relations between top and 
bottom soil layers. However no comment or elaboration on this 
use of linear relation 
C 
B. 
Benhamida  1998 
(Parametric Study using FEM) to attempt to define most 
influential parameters on displacements and forces: effective c', 
Es and En for nails 
B 




(Parametric analysis w comparison w case study) Deformation 
analysis at service load. Use of special interface which is spring 




Mitri and M. 
Bouteldja 
2000 
(Friction Rock anchors) use shear springs to illustrate interface. 
Good modeling of surface anchorage, anchor tensioning, full or 
partial grouting 
C 
F. Schlosser  2000 
(Compare CLOUTERRE wall w FLAC, CESAR and PLAXIS) 
Show good results with measurements. Used linear elements for 









In soil nailing applications and from most experiences with reinforced earth, it is 
shown that friction along a linear reinforcement placed within a dense granular soil and subject 
to tension was affected by the three-dimensional nature of the contact surfaces. Due to 
shearing at the nail-soil interface, the zone of soil around the soil tends to dilate but its volume 
is restricted by the relative incompressibility of the surrounding soil. This results in an increase 
of normal stresses on the nail-soil interface, hence increasing shear mobilised along the nail 
and resulting in larger pullout forces than expected from initial stress calculations. This effect is 
known as restrained dilatancy, and has been observed by Sclosser and Elias (1978), leading to 
the definition of an apparent coefficient of friction, µ∗ based on the observed shear mobilised 
at the nail-soil interface. Experiments by Plumelle at the CEBTP show that increase in 
confining pressures at the inclusion can reach four times the initial normal stress (Figure 5.5). 





Figure B.2 3D nature of restrained dilatancy occurring at edges of reinforcement as 
compared to free dilatancy at middle of strip reinforcement (Hayashi, 
Alfaro, Watanabe) and comparison with shear developedduring full pullout 
in pullout numerical model 
 
In preliminary design, the apparent coefficient of friction, µ∗ is considered to be 
varying with depth such that it compensates the increase in normal stress. Hence pullout shear 
mobilisation is constant with depth. Based on this assumption, pullout tests made may be used 
to derive determine shear mobilisation at interfaces for nails for all depths. Pullout results does 
not satisfy this assumption completely. 
Hayashi, Alfaro, Watanabe (1996) further showed the differences between free 
dilatancy and restrained dilatancy for strip reinforcement as a consequence of 2D and 3D 
effects. Free dilatancy occurs in the condition where a pullout force is applied to the strip 
reinforcement and the mobilisation of shear from the interface develops dilatancy. For sheet 
reinforcement, dilatancy does not influence the value of acting normal stress and only causes 









restrained by surrounding non-dilating soil, inducing an increase in normal stress, resulting in 
an enhancement of pullout stress.  
Hence it may be concluded that the effect of restrained dilatancy consists of dilation of 
soil particles at the interface due to the enforced relative movement of nail as it is loaded and 
the constraint of surrounding non-dilating soil on the dilating soil in immediate proximity to 
the nail. 
However, for proper representation, it is also important for the interface to be 
modelled by a dilative material which when yielded has the ability to dilate. In the single soil 
nail problem in ABAQUS, the interface was modelled as an elastic plastic material with no 
dilative characteristic. Stress concentrations are observed for elastic models and show no 
particular attribution to the dilative qualities of the soil. Hence the stress changes are attributed 
to the mechanism of the nail-soil interaction in 3D and not dilative behaviour at the interface. 
The author have shown through the analysis of a 3D pullout numerical comparison 
that interaction of surrounding none shearing soil is a 3D effect and is similar to the 3D 
restrained dilatancy effects described by Hayashi et al. in the analysis of a strip reinforcement. 
However, even though the 3D numerical model show effects of restrainment, it is noted that it 
does not fully resemble the extent of dilatancy observed in the actual soil nail behaviour. This 
is because the nail-soil interface itself is of a non-dilative material. In actual conditions dilation 
is perhaps most critical at the nail-soil interface itself due to soil particles moving over rough 
aspirities at the surface of the nail. Since the roughness of the nail surface is another factor to 
the extent of dilation itself, it may not be within the scope of the FE analysis to incorporate 
this parameter. Tan, Luo  (2000) proposed a relationship of dilative behaviour at the nail-soil 
interface. More needs to be done to understand this behaviour before it can be modelled in 
detail in FE. 
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APPENDIX C. DEFLECTION AND FORCES FOR OUTPUT OF MULTIPLE ROW SOIL NAIL SYSTEM 
PREBURIED NAIL SCHEME 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C.5 (a) Axial Forces and (b) Bending Moments 




Figure C.6 (a)Axial Forces and (b) Bending Moments 

































































































































































  INSTALLED NAIL SCHEME 
 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C.10 (a)Axial Forces and (b) Bending Moments 




Figure C.11 (a)Axial Forces and (b) Bending Moments 
















































































































































































































































































(m) x/L En/Es Ri/L Ri(m) R>Sh
1981 Shen et al. Silty Fine Sand G 2.15X1008 3.12X1007 1.00X1004 38.1 100.0 177.2 8.5 1.53 1.22 0.021 3120.96 0.44 3.74 T 
1982 Guilloux Compact moraine G 2.15X10
08 1.34X1007 1.00X1004 25.0 100.0 177.2 11.0 2 3 0.016 1343.75 0.44 4.84 T 
1982 Giuilloux Marl and Limestone G 2.15X10
08 2.20X1007 1.00X1004 32.0 100.0 177.2 11.0 2 3 0.016 2201.60 0.44 4.84 T 
1982 Guilloux Sandy Marl G 2.15X1008 1.69X1007 1.00X1004 28.0 100.0 177.2 8.0 2 2.5 0.022 1685.60 0.44 3.52 T 
1984 Blondeau Weathered schists G 2.15X10












07 2.82X1007 2.00X1004 40.0 63.0 111.7 8.0 1 1.15 0.014 1410.93 0.44 3.52 T 
1992 Schlosser Fountainbleau sand G 2.15X10
08 1.07X1008 2.00X1004 50.0 71.0 125.8 5.2 1 1 0.024 5331.28 0.44 2.288 T 
1990 Elias and Juran 
Gravelly sand, 
silt G 2.15X10
08 1.34X1007 1.00X1004 25.0 100.0 177.2 8.7     0.020 1343.75 0.44 3.828 T 
1990 Woodward 
Volcanic tuffs 
over clays and 
silts 
G 2.15X1008 1.24X1007 1.00X1004 24.0 100.0 177.2 8.4 1.4 1.4 0.021 1238.40 0.44 3.696 T 
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(m) x/L En/Es Ri/L Ri(m) R>Sh
1983 Medio et al. 
Fill alluvium 
sands D 2.15X10
08 7.02X1007 1.00X1004 28.0 49.0 86.9 6.0 0.6 0.7 0.014 7020.41 0.44 2.64 T 
1984 Medio et al. Clayey sand fill D 2.15X10
08 3.33X1007 1.00X1004 25.2 64.0 113.4 6.0 0.7 0.7 0.019 3333.34 0.44 2.64 T 
1983 Cartier & Gigan Fine sand D 2.15X10
08 3.42X1007 1.00X1004 30.3 76.0 134.7 7.0 0.7 0.7 0.019 3417.41 0.44 3.08 T 
1983 Cartier & Gigan Medium sand D 2.15X10
08 3.33X1007 1.00X1004 25.2 64.0 113.4 5.5 0.7 0.7 0.021 3333.34 0.44 2.42 T 
1983 Medio et al. Sandy Marl D 2.15X10





D 2.15X1008 3.42X1007 1.00X1004 30.3 76.0 134.7 8.0 0.6 1.1 0.017 3417.41 0.44 3.52 T 
1985 Gausset Silty bouldery clay D 2.15X10
08 1.94X1007 1.00X1004 30.0 100.0 177.2 10.0 2.5 3 0.018 1935.00 0.44 4.4 T 




D 2.15X1008 3.44X1007 1.00X1004 20.0 50.0 88.6 6.0 1.5 2 0.015 3440.00 0.44 2.64 T 









D 2.15X1008 2.39X1007 1.00X1004 20.0 60.0 106.3 7.0 1 1 0.015 2388.89 0.44 3.08 T 




G 2.15X1008 4.27X1006 1.00X1004 14.1 100.0 177.2 6.0 0.7 0.7 0.030 427.44 0.57 3.42 T 
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(m) x/L En/Es Ri/L Ri(m) R>Sh
1981 Shen et al. Heterogeneous fine sand G 2.15X10
08 7.95X1006 1.00X1004 25.0 130.0 230.4 6.0 1.8 1.8 0.038 795.12 0.57 3.42 T 
1990 Stocker Cohesive soil G 2.15X1008 9.97X1006 1.00X1004 28.0 130.0 230.4 8.0 1 1 0.029 997.40 0.57 4.56 T 
1986 Gigan Heterogeneous marl G 2.15X10
08 2.20X1007 1.00X1004 32.0 100.0 177.2 6.5 1.6 2.5 0.027 2201.60 0.57 3.705 T 





G 2.15X1008 1.20X1007 1.00X1004 30.0 127.0 225.1 7.0 1.22 1.22 0.032 1199.70 0.57 3.99 T 
1986 Bruce & Jewell Firm silty clay G 2.15X10
08 1.33X1007 1.00X1004 25.4 102.0 180.8 4.1 1.6 1.5 0.044 1333.23 0.57 2.337 T 
1990 Elias and Juran Fine silts G 2.15X10
08 1.34X1007 1.00X1004 25.0 100.0 177.2 7.0     0.025 1343.75 0.57 3.99 T 
1990 Kakurai et al. 
Weathered 
granite G 2.15X10
08 1.11X1007 1.00X1004 25.0 110.0 195.0 7.0 1.5 1.5 0.028 1110.54 0.57 3.99 T 
1990 Thompson & Miller 
Lacustrine 
deposits G 2.15X10
08 5.50X1006 1.00X1004 32.0 200.0 354.5 10.7 1.8 1.8 0.033 550.40 0.57 6.099 T 
1989 Carlton Loess Soils G 2.15X1008 9.78X1006 1.00X1004 32.0 150.0 265.9 8.2 1.5 1.5 0.032 978.49 0.57 4.674 T 
1992 Raju Residual clayey silts G 2.15X10
08 1.34X1007 1.00X1004 25.0 100.0 177.2 7.0 1 1 0.025 1343.75 0.57 3.99 T 
1984 Long Compact granular fill D 2.15X10
08 1.69X1007 1.00X1004 28.0 100.0 177.2 5.0 1.5 1.5 0.035 1685.60 0.57 2.85 T 
1986 Bruce & Jewell 
Weathered 
sandstone D 2.15X10
08 4.16X1006 1.00X1004 16.0 115.0 203.8 5.0 1.5 1.5 0.041 416.18 0.57 2.85 T 
1993 Wheeler 
Silty clay fill 
overlying 
dense sand 
D 2.15X1008 1.03X1007 1.00X1004 25.0 114.0 202.1 5.3     0.038 1033.97 0.57 3.021 T 
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G 2.15X1008 7.49X1006 1.00X1004 28.0 150.0 265.9 3.5 1.2 1.2 0.076 749.16 0.65 2.275 T 
1992 Gassler Rupel clay G 2.15X1008 8.60X1006 1.00X1004 22.0 110.0 195.0 3.0 1.1 1.2 0.065 860.00 0.65 1.95 T 
1988 Sawicki et al Loose sand G 2.15X10
08 8.60X1006 1.00X1004 16.0 80.0 141.8 3.0 1.46 1.25 0.047 860.00 0.65 1.95 T 
 
NOTE: Eequiv converts En from round nails to square nails by an area factor 
Ri/L: Ratio of influence radius to nail length taken from reading off design chart (Figure 7.6) 
D, d, x: Diameter of bored hole, diameter of steel bar, equivalent width of square nail 
Sv, Sh: Vertical and horizontal spacing of nails 
 Nail Type: G-Grouted, D-Driven 
Ri<Sh: T-True, F-False 
Elasticity of soil and nails are estimated based on information. 
 
